farm garden and household.

could not charge again that day ; if they held their
own they would do well.
In the midst of these
gloomy thoughts we saw a body of men march

brief suggestions, facts ami
solicited from housekeepers,
n':
gardeuers. Address Agricultural
ii.ul Odiee. Belfast Maine ]

.tepurtment
are

«

of war to know that those shattered lines

enough

»hc Hagerstown road, cross the bridge, and
on the iefl fi*nk of Sumner’s command.
Reinforcements! we glally cried—and it must he
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i.!ostment lias become so popular, it
ere no wonder if it should effect more or
'-s
ilie settlement of private claims.
I't doubtless most men
really intend to
oh they owe—but if they continue to
mi
debt, they will have to make a
go;,!
■i'f.rt if ever they do so. These
m- some ol
tlie reasons why so many are
behind in worldly matters.
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hailing

of the Filth Avenue
1
-'"vv
/.obi) cash hoik, has just bought for
the famous cow
Jersey Queen.
Mm halecmdot 740 pounds of butter
one year, and her record for
the curenr
ear, she Having come in
during l^ril,
expected to pass r<0(> pounds. Mr.
Hurling also owns ‘•Eurotas," a cow with
a record of 7.70
pounds of butter in one
He has, therefore, the two best
year.
cows in the world since the death
of the
fonous cow owned by Mr. Charles 0.
Mims of Seituate.

which

afterwards

we

was made up of
from Maine and Vermont, charge aud once
retake the corn held ; and they halted not

learned was Smith's, aud which
men
more

until
What

to

do

with

Stones.

beginning

Maine's

According

Cereal

to sec the

Three

of
building stone walls to get rid of the
stones, asks what he can do with the
stones if they are not laid up into fences.
Almost all rocky land needs draining, r
it lies very near to lands that do need i
Some writeis object to the use of stouts
for drains, but having had a pretty long
experience with stone drains, we do not
hesitate to recommend their judicious
The ditches should be dug front
use.
thtee to four let t deep, the deeper the
better, and the stones packed in as solid
and closely as possible, the smaller outs
being used to level otf the top The main
point is ti' have the top layer of stones m>
line as to keep the soil from being washed
\
in aud tilling up the water course.
great many rocks w hich are too large to
handle easily, can be sunk where they
tire, cheaper than they can bo disposed
of in any other way. Sinking rucks taises
the level of the land, while digging them
out lowers it, unless soil is carted in foi
tilling the holes lift by the removal of tl e
Sometimes it is advisable to d g
stones.
a large hole in some low spot, and tlit n
till it neatly full ol boulders, such as can
A ho e
be draw’ll Irotii a short distance.
iradv dug, can be made twice .is larg a
much easier than a new hole ran be di g
of the -attic si/e. < hi a side hill, the digging should generally be done below tl e
reck to be sunk, its it <>an be moved do« n
easier than up the hill.
There are a great many holes in tuttek
swamps where tin ntuek has been carted
out for use in the yard' and stablis,
which, if tilled with stones and th n
covered over wilhullltic ol the muck,
would make the very best of hind lor
Hie stones may he dra. n
cultivation.
on to tin
ice in w inter, and left to sink
into their places when the ice thaws in
spring. It will be Accessary to have t ustones to he hauled lie oil blocks, hoanls
i
small stones, to prevent them fn m
freezing to the earth ill winter. A great
many stones of all sizes could he used to
tilt best advantage in the public liighv. ys.
If the walls which now line Ij. th
sides of many of our highways, had he m
put in the middle ol the road" for a track,
the roads would not he blocked by >mw
in winter, nor rendered impassable in
\t
spring when the frost is coming out.
first thought, one might think that pavi ng
a country road with stones would be a
visionary idea, but if the labor expended
in building the two walls had been used
in placing the stones in the line of travel,
it might not have been much slower work
Two walls, each four and a half feet high,
laid in the middle of the road and covered with gravel, would make a track that
would hi' solid and passable at all seasons
In low places, at the foot of hills, which
need to have the grade changed, a great
many stones may often he disposed of.
also now used exCrushed stone
tensively for repairing old. and making
new roads,
stmng machines ate now
made, which will crush stones almost ti'
large as a man < an lift, aud as fast as
hungry hogs will eat sweet apples. Tinstreet commissioners in some of mir cities
are now buying cobble stones, such as the
farmers in the vicinity pick from tln-ir
fields, and are paying 50 ets. a ton foi
them at the crusher. The price pays
well for carting when the distance is inn
too great.
Many farmers would do well
to make permanent cart roads over iljeii
farms, by digging out the loam and tilling
in with stones, and then covering again
with loam or gravel.
We do not pay
sufficient attention to mads, either public
’NTw England rainier.
or private.
One who is

ritotiitA MMK.

1114.c

ments.

develop-

watched the

Closely we
a brigade,

Franklin's corps
We saw

tion with the annual

na

folly

The burden of Christ
Blinding tears,
A longing and love through long tears.
A tii in. tanhtill front to all tears—
Then glorious et rnity
Of golden sea! [Good Words

What

m

j

1

j

spects."

It was a shock, but noblesse oblige, and
after a single moment of cousin nation,
the Bands roused to the situation.
“What a beauty of a pudding 1” cried

Aiken.

How very good of you !” put in Emmy.
“We are so obliged, dear Mis. Durkie."
“Well, 1 couldn’t seem to beai your
spending the day so dull like," responded Mrs Durkie.
“Chiistmas isn't like it
self without a pudding, to my thinking;
and my mother she always felt so too.
This is her recipe, and it has got all tile
tilings in it that ought to be
“All the things that ought o be ! What
do you mean f" asked the puzzled Marian.
“Oil, 1 d"U’t mean plums and such like,
ma’am.
Every pudding has them at all
seasons of the year.
But the Christmas
pudding is the only one, you know, which
uas the ling, the sixpence, and the thim”
ble
“WhatT
“The ring, the sixpence, and the thimble, ma'am. It’sfurluck,you understand,
l’be sixpence means money, you know;
lLiu one of you that gets that ill her sliee
is sure to have some'at left her in the
course of a year and a day as a kga y
like. The ring means a husband, ol
course; and the thimble is poverty.
Ah,
Miss Band, you are laughing, 1 see; but
I've known it to come true more times
than one.
Tile pudding seldom misses.”
“I call this exciting,” said Ailecn.
“Now, Mrs. Duikie, carve the pudding
lor us, and give each a slice, while I open
ibis bottle of Champagne. We must all
drink one another’s healths in honor ol
your wondrous present.”
The pudiiing was “carved,” and Mis.
Durkie, nothing loath, sipped her glass
of pink foaming wine, while the sisters
euiiously explored each her sliee with a
fork.
*

carol-singers.”

“Oh, dear! why did they come?" pro-

tested sleepy Emmy. “1 was just so nieeiv asleep !"
But she sought out wrappei

and

in the dark, and presently
window, front which
the waits could he seen standing in the
shadow of the yews, with their music
iiooks and lanterns, no unpicturesque
Another moment and the innei
group.
■lour opened, admitting Marian, the thiid
and ofie.-t sister of the trio.
“WInit are those horrible sounds?”she
asked.
“They woke me out of a sound
-lee]), and such a nice dream I thought
'■e were at home again, and
spending
Christmas at Xestledown with Aunty
Hue.
It’s too had to lie waked up.
I
should like to sleep all through to-morWhere are
row, and keep on dreaming.
i“U, children, and what is this extraordinary' warbling ?”
‘•Hush, Matian, and come and listen
It’s the waits."
"Dear me! why cou'.dn’t they wait till
in-iuoimw ?
They look rather pretty,
too. nut there in the moonlight," admitted Matian, peeping over Emmy’s shottller.
"Hut why don’t they keep better
time? There, diil you catch that high
note ? Haifa tone flat.
And what is the
iusti ument that tali man is pi n ing. which
makes such extraordinary discords now
md then ?’’
"
\ ilate, 1 think ; only it is
always
ha i
bar behind the voices. What a
b oll uld custom it is!’’
"1 object to it, altogether,” said the
'air, stately Ailceu. “What right have
iiese—well, very doubtful musical peo•!e to come and wake us up, without
saying ‘By your leave,’ and remind us o!
the very thing we were doing our best to
forget ? You know we agreed not to
-peak the very name of Christmas even,
•r gi\e
any piesents, or do anything different from any other day of the year.”
"We didn't reckon on these crotebeters and quaverers,” remarked
Eunuv.
What’s ttiat ?"
“That” was a low- knock at the door.
"Ladies, do you hear the carols?’’
asked the voice of their landlady, moduated to a cautious whisper.
“Why, of course we do, Mrs. Durkie;
how can we help hearing them ?” said
Matian, with rather an exasperated accent in her voice.
I he music waked us up,’’said Emmv
•Mrs. Durkie, are we expected to give
something to the singers? You must
tell us.”
“Well, it is usual,” admitted Mrs
Durkie.
"Aileen, could you lay your hand on
your purse in the dark ?”
■I think so. Yes, here it is.”
Ten minutes later the waits departed,
made glad with half a crown, and the sisters were again in bed, and more than
half asleep.

slippers

joined Aileen

tin

i ue

at the

morrow

gray ana misty.
tml was m rle additionally cheerless by a
drizzling rain which soon began to fall.
I'lie little sitt.ng-room, which the sisters
had taken so nuch pains to m ike homelire mi their arrival a month before, was
at its worst always in such weather. The
sea view, its chief advantage, was blotted out, and Mrs. Dmkie’s chimneys
never drew well with a southeast wind
I’lie three breakfasted almost in silence.
Emmy looked pale. Aileen was evidentMarian suggested
ly in low spirits.
lunch, hut Emmy was not up to the
rainy walk, and Aileen would not leave
her.
Mrs. Durkie came for the day’s orders.
Her contented, rosy face and “Merry
Christmas" rather jarred on the homesick three.
“Don’t, for pity’s sake, order anything
inn itural for dinner,” said Aileen.
“Lei
is make the
day as unlike Christmas as
we can.
1 don’t think I could bear a
feeble imitation of the home holiday,
l he only way is to forget all about it.”
“Yes, if only we can,” put in Emmy,
fiom her sofa, with something like a sob
in tier voice.
In a moment Aileen was on her knees
beside her.
Fragile little Emmy was the
best loved of the other two.
“After all, we have the beat thing that
Christmas could possibly bring us,” cooed
Aileen, stroking the soft hair—“you are
neiter."
‘■Yes, 1 think I am, a little,” admitted

A

Cattle Market.
Wednesday. Jnn. 11.
Amount of stock at market: Cattle. 2335; .-dieep
ami lambs, 5400; swine, 13,711, veals, >u; number
of western cattle, 2107; northern ami eastern cattle,
325.

Prices of Jieef cattle & 1«>0 lb live weight, extra
quality, $0 87 «7 50, lir-t, $<• 12a(p>75, second, $5
62 ’* 36 00; third, $1 75a5 50, poorest grades of
coarse oxen, hulls, etc.. $3 25a 4 02 V
Brighton Hides, 8>4<*. ir lb, Brighton Tallow,
8c & lb, Countr\ Hi le>, 6‘;r
tb, Country Tal
low, 5e iF lb, Can ''kins, 12fll2^jjC. t? tb, Sheep and
Lamb Skins, $lgl 50 each.
Working Oxen—We quote sales of
1 pair girtli (j ft., 8 inches, live weight 2800 ft, $127;
Milch Cows—The demand has not been HO good
and prices realized for them have fallen off from
head from those, obtained a few weeks
$5310
since. We quote sales of 3 springers at $33 each;
3 do for $100 the lot; 4 do at $35 each; I exira new
milch Cow at $70; 2 Cows and Calves at $110 for
the two; 1) Calves and Cows at $30<j55 each, 3 new
milch Cows at $50 each.
Sheep and Lambs—Western Sheep and Lambs
cost landed at Brighton from 536*4
tb, live weight.
Lambs 634 g7c, i? tb.
Swine
Fat hogs
Prices 034ft7V’ ^ ft, live
weight Store Pigs sell dull at prices ranging from
7^ 10c W lb; live weight.
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“It is all well for you, who did not Imppen to draw the thimble,” remarked Marian, severely. “1 am not sure that 1 find
tile pudding so interesting.
‘Poonith
caulti’ is an old acquaintance ; I don’t
care to have him inti educed to me.”
Altogether, with the surpiise and tin1
fun, tiie pudding was a great success, and
the “Christmas in lodgings, ended much
more
cheerily with the Rand sisters
than it had begun.
The next week drifted by, and now it
was Twelfth-Night, a festival wi h little
With the
meaning to American ears.
Rands the day w as chit fly retnai kanle for
iheexpected arrival of a belated American
mail. Marian went to tlie post in tile afternoon and returned rosy and elated, with
quite a bundle of letters.
Three letters fur you, Aileen, two for
me, with a lot of newspapers, and for you,
Emmy, this thick blue envelope, which
looks business-like.
1 wonder who can
have sent it V Then she tore open her
own letters, and soon became too much
absorbed to notice the faces of her companions, till a double exclamation caught
her ear, and made her look up suddenly
“Marian, what do you think—the pudding lias come true !” cried Emmy
“Oil, Marian—the pudding I see what
lias come of it!” exclaimed Aileen. Then
they stopped and regarded each other
with wondeiing eyes.
vv

I

nut is n ;

uemanaeo tne astomsn-

ed Marian.
“1 don’t know what Aileen’s news may
be but listen to mine. Only tbink— I
urew tbe sixpence, you know, and here
is a letter from old Mr. Wick bam. the
lawyer, to say that Cousin Emilia Storrs
is dead, and baslett me twenty thousand
dollars because 1 was named after her.”
“Twenty tbous—Why that is news!”
cried Marian. “Why, my darling, now you
can go to tbe Riviera, just as we wished !
You will get well there in just one minute ;
1 am sure of it.
Aileen, how queer you
look! Have you had a fortune left you,
too r

“No,

not

fortune,” replied

Aileen
slowly; “I didn’t draw money, you know.
I drew—the ring”—blushing most beau
a

lifuily.

Well, what is it? What are
you growing so red abmt?
Aileeu,
speak ; don’t keep us in suspense.”
“Girls,” said Aileen, “1 am going to
confess something that will surprise you
a good deal.
You won’t bo vexed with
me, will you? Promise me in advance
“Yes.

that you won’t.”

“Very well, we promise; only make
Marian meanwhile held her housekeep- haste and
tell,” said Marian, <m tire with
ing conference in the entry.
curiosity.
“You’d like to have a turkey, to-day,”
“Well, then, when Jim Cbauncey went
suggested Mrs. Durkie in a persuasive to China, three years ago, I promised to
tone.
“No, I think not—racking her brains
for a prosaic suggestion.
“Chops, 1
think, Mrs. Durkie; and a sole, if you
can get a fresh one; and a cauliflower
with white sauce; and—mashed potato.

—

BEES.

j

That will do very well.”
“Dear me! it’s not a bit like

; mas

dinner”—in

a

a

Christ-

disappointed

tone.

file public are again warned against
Every one who has a farm or garden can k<*ep “And for the
sweet course, Miss Hand ?”
be«*s on my plan with good pr< lit
I have ree* iv |
the use of flowers in sleeping apartments, »*d
one hundred dollars
f *r sale "f box honey
“Wei!,” said Marian, “I think we won’t
protit
and wonderful stories are told of the del- from one hive of bees in out*
I h we obtainmind about that
year
Noneof us care
■terious effects which have followed their ed oyer one hundred pounds of box honey from much for sweets.”to-day.
one hive of bees in ten
control
leu.
days
Swarming
in
a
limited atmosphere respired No los« of
presence
Mrs. Durkie looked deeply, darkly
bees in winter A complete refutation in
Iiy invalids. Curiously enough, these ap- Beekeeping Illustrated Circular
doubtful. She shook her head, and seemof fall partica
palling “instances” of the evil influences fart free Address Mrs LIZZIE E Cotton Went ed about to speak ; then her face
relaxed,
ol plants do not for the most
3mc2
part apply Gorham, Maine.
a little sagacious smile shone in her
eyes,
to flowers.
Nevertheless we agree that
and she departed without saying more.
Christmas is a gala dav
it is safe to liauish
nearly everywhere in the
growing plants and S’ates. but out in San Francisco
The day went by, as hard days will.
thev have a gab*
flowers from bedrooms. They can do no a day almost every week
There was a good deal of laborious cheerand
good,
they may do some harm [Lonfulness in ihe party. Aileen practiced
Severe periodical Congestive Headache* nf twendon Laucet.
ty years’ standing have been cured by CepAallne. stoutly on some difficult music; Marian

the warm wea'lier is
it is safe for Emmy.
Jim will reach Now York in June, and lie
wants to ho mar—1 mean to see me—as
soon as possible after be lands.”
Well. I never was knocked quite so
ti.it in all my life before,” said Marian, recovering her .speech with a sort of gasp.
‘•One such a surprise in a day would be
almost too much; two is too utterly too.
You wretched little humbug! who ever
would have suspected you of secreting an
Hut you
engagement all this whilef
were an angel of unselfishness not to
mope, and not to tell us.” giving Aileen
an energetic squeeze.
It would have
added to our worries dreadfully to feel
that you only half belonged to us.
It
was just like you. Aileen.”
•‘.So it was,” added Emilia, drawing her
sister’s fail face down for a kiss. “Oh,
my Ally, how bewildering it is—1 lich,
and you engaged ! 1 shall always believe
in puddings for the future.
Marian is the
only one left out.”
“Don't despair. It wouldn’t surprise
mo if some man ‘all tattered and torn'
made his appearance at any moment,”
said Marian.
“Besides she has half of all we have,”
said Aileen.
“Half of Jim Channcey ? Thank you,”
ri plied Maiiaii, grimly.
“So'omon himself o Id find it rather difficult to effect
that amicable division.
No, my dears,
poverty is my portion—witness the fatal
thimble—ami I am quite content.”
Great was Mrs. D Okie’s surprise and
great her triumph at learning what wonders her culinary spell had wrought. Her
satisfaction was only marred by the tidings that her lodgers mu.-t leave her soon.
They had decided ou San Ileum for the
Spi ing months.
"And indeed I would never have made
any pudding at all, had I guessed what
it was to cost me," protested the good
landlady. Hut you'll write and let me
know what comes to you Miss Marian,
won’t you? Something will before ttie
year’s out, depend upon it. And I have
aright to hear. Don’t you think so yourself now, ma’am
“Of course you have; and you shall
hear,” promised Marian.
But Spring ami Summer passed, and
Autumn was w.-ll under way before a letter will) the Ameiicsii postmark came to
satisfy the good landlady’s curiosity. It
Imre date, “New York, November 12.”

dears, as soon as
fairly come, and

‘S\\ DhAK Mus. DrKKiE*’ ('•> it mu) —"1 hope
liti\«• ut.i t«•rg*.*ttou us or our promise to write
I ill-nut to Ijuv«- done so before, blit l thought
\ "u would be too <li-appoiuied to hear that the
nuddiiit: eiiiirin bad in tn\ rase failed, aud produced u«*111111 g a all.
Aud til! latel) this seemed to
b«- il-e titi'h
We got home < n the *<£hh of Mat,
aiil ji:>i a month later my sister Aileen was in at
rie.i
She is .settled now in her pre ttt new hoim
aud is vet) well utid very happt and hopes you
got the cauls she seut out to > on.
Enin), a ho.
I iilie to hear. t8
oil
quite strong again, spent
the Sun.no r with uie in Colorado, which is -he
uiost beautiful country mi (.“.in imagine, with stic-h
iiioiin aiti.' ai d patk-like valleis. and Mich air as
cannot be deseribed.
Colorado. )on know, is a
State in the far West, almost ns far from N«-w
Y<*rk as ) on are in the l>le of Wight
Now we
are
eastward again, a: d are sta) lug with
Aileen f• »r a while, uutil hero c-un-s uiy news
a; d
ou will >ee, the pudding was a true prophet—
until l om married, as 1 expect t.» be* ou til** 10*h
\ ou

marry him whenever he was able to come
home and ask me.”
The sisters stared at her speechlessly.
“It seems mean never to have let you
know,” went on Aileen rapidly. “Rut it
was a very far-away sort of dream to me
and just then—just after he sailed—came
the beginning of mother’s long sickness,
and then Emmy fell ill, and there seemed
so much to think about and worry over,
that I couldn’t bear to add this to the
rest or make you feel that I hail any
hopes or plans apart from yours. And
It might be fc>r years
in fact, I hadn’t.
or might be forever, for all I could tell,
before Jim would be iu a condition to
Rut here lie writes
claim my promise.
that all is suddenly changed. The New
York partner of the firm is dead and they
have decided to send Jim back to take
He will have an ample income
his place.
and—and, in short, we must go home

Suggestions.

[Written

is

fully recognized by

all

intelligent

tion

wo

THE BATTLE OF

—

"i

in a

m'M.ui,

'«•

ji

u

we

"un

uiet lit Estes Park Iasi
tie t* a ranchman,
mat is a sort oi sh-ep firmer, aud l am gong
back with him to live in Colorado
Our house
will he pr»-tty rough tor the first year or two. in
fact, it is a s« rt of cabin, built entirely of wood
and parti) of l >gs. with no paint or
and 1
poverty stricken’
suppose wmiid seem rather
to Mime U'
but we hope to
it in

Jmy

plaster,

oph*;

Mate, and
to look at,

improve

meanwhile we have beautiful bills
aud a splendid climate, w:,;e i. together
with youth and fair ptospects, make a very pleas
a, t sort of
poverty’as I think S yon needn't
be :»t all soi rv tor in**, or regret theptnldiug, f' *r if
i could put that thimble back again with a wish. I
asstir- you I woiildn t ; aud i am not only content
ed. but proud of the fate it ha-* brought me
M) si'teis join me in kind regards, an t l am.
dear Mrs Dumo.
Yours most cordially,
Makian Kami”

men.

ble tire of

in the Ailaunc. none are
notice than those winch

perhaps
were

performed b>

of
the

master, officers and crew of the steamship Palestine, Winn she was rendering assistance to thstiamship Erin, and helping lhat Vessel to escape,
wiih he: ciew, passe 1 g« is am. cargo from the imminent peri'* to vi-. jeh she was exposed m her disabled condition off >h eo.isl of Ireland. For tfir e
dais and nights the Palestine stood b) t'<e did
anl-d steamer. 1.ui b»aiS replacing the tow lilies
which w. re bioheii from
line to tune by the
heal) rilling of the vessels The b at servic*
was dangerous as wed as arduous
O
the ihirr
da), Itn Palesiiue started to ? un in toQ icenstown

for un-lsiauce. nut the gale increased and the captain retmned to pick up the E in
file u- xt morn
iug he had the satisfaction of bring 1 g his tow
1
satel) int• the oiling Ileal- the
■vt.eie the E:in was iak» n
tugs and brought into port

b)

Liverpool ghtshtp,

TOTAL DISASTERS DURING

Below

1881.

given a statement o; the total losses
of verse a bel'U ging to and bound to or from ports
111 the U III led Slftft S. allowing tile UUUib.T Iwat 111
each month d. ring the year, witn the claoa aid
is

t»s’ mi .mil

vali

e :

1881.
M’rsShips Barks Brigs SHis Total V alue
5
3
10
21
44 $1,105,200
January. .2

Fehru.il > .4
M uvn-1

4
1
3

2

13

7
5
5
1
2
1
4
3
4
5
4

41

130

40

April.3
May.4

June. ...1

Juiy.0
Au.ud...2

,8epi,Oer..O

o.Toner.. 2
Nov’inT .1
Ucc’Oer.. .3

Totals.24

3
1
2
0
4
8

21
22
13
13
2
3
7
0
13
18

*20
13
20
7
7
7
17
0
23
10
0

50
42
53
30
15
12
32
27
40
40
28

181

434

1,855,300
530,120
071,222
1,233.180
308,020
140,31X1
532,840
570,520
021,500
l.luo.otx)
1,110,080

$10,105,240
433 vesaels,
5l5 vessels,
530 Vt-ssels,
with a vaiue of $9 402 00O ; for 1877, 400 vessels,
witti a value ot $10 037.700

i he total 1 'sS'-.s tor 188) aegivgaie 1
a value of $0,012,100: for 1870.
will) a value of $1 '.oil 000; for 1.878.

with

SUit*

PROPERTY.

The chronicle of business done m the markei
property dining the past year snows it to
ii I* ss than in any preceding .ear withi.
m* no rv.
Owing to the remunerative rates ot
freight prevailing at San Francisco and most Fist
era ports owueis Lave not been inebm d to < tf *i
their tonnage for sale at any price
Then, again
Hi* old or second class t linage of the countr\ has
been pretty mail) all sold off, ami there are now
>o few of these lift that
altogether the two causes
will account for the paucit) of business accomplished (iuiing the past year The demand has
In er, and alii. i»
good, and ships of good size ami
Hass can be readily placed at ver) tair prices. The
aggregate sales of tonnage at this port for the past
v
ar was 2*2.270 tons register, a d the value $355,
740. The building interest has been unustiali) ae
tive during th year j ist past, aud a Itrger aces
sion to 1 he
tonnage ot the country has been made
than in any year since the clos** of the war
Hu*
ships ciisTneted ot late range from 1 500 to 2,200
tons register, are about the best ever built in ttie
country, and ar«* a credit to both builders and
owners, as
they are unequalled in the world I A.
J Maguire’s Circular.
for ship
have oe

TIIE OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

Articles of inC'*rpoiati"ii of ih- Oceanic Sfeam
s' ip Com pan) were tiled in San Francisco on Dec
-31
llie coinpam is to establish a steamship
Hue and conduct a general freighting and passenger bu-iness between San Francisco ami the Hawaiian Islands, or to other ports m the Pacific ocean.
The directors are Charles 0 *odaU. ClanSprcckels,
James D» Fremery. B L G St eH, LI L Tubos,
Gustave Touchard and C A SpreckeN
The capital stock is $2 500 000, divided into 25 000 shares,
"f which Oharles G *odall subscribes for 6,500,
Plans Spreckels 4.900 C A Spreekels 9 600. Geo.
A Low -j ooo. B L G
S'eeln I 000 A L Tubos,
250, and Guslavc Touchard 250 The fl *et of sail
ing vessels now running to the Hawaiian Islands,
in the Spreek' ls line and owned
by them, will be
turned over to the new corporation, and two first
cIh>8 steamers will be immediately chartered, and
a semi
monthly line at once established betweeu
San Francisco and Honolulu.
The affairs of the
company will probably be managed by Glaus
and
his sous
Speckels
The decrease of the national debt in December
was $12 793 623
Tlie money invested in fences in this country,

according to the New York Sun. would pay the
national delot; and from year to year the fences
are growing more
costly.
Judge Phelps Putnam, of the Massachusetts
Superior Gourt. died Jan 4th, of pneumonia after
a f'riet illness
He had h« Id his position since
1859 and was highly esteemed by the bar.

musketry

bled aud throbbed uuder the tearful

upon the ene-

short distance in

a

We

ter's command, aud,

Up

day.

of our

is well known, his corps
was held in reserve all

as

of fifteen thousand men

a cor-

roar

that time all had been quiet in
immediate front, which was near the centre of
to

line of battle; but

the night of the 10th upou a ridge of
the Scone bridge There Lee had tnass-d
This artillery
his troops to prevent its capture
wis plauted on the ridge that sketc hed along the
western bank of the Antietam, and raked the

part of Fiti John Pm

were a

suddenly

our

uear

the mormug Burn>ido led his men to
It was a fearful undertaking
the bridge
A single regiment da-diei out as sktrinislurs, a
brigade followed, aud then divisions; they reach-

o'clock in
storm

upon the opposite side of the hill from us,
shell screaming across Antietam Creek and

a

slept

laud

rude earthworks

planted
sent

had

bridge from every quarter, aud in three Hues of
At nine
were the rebel infantry

our

twelve pound gun

a

Upon

roar

the left Geueral Burnside bad been doing noble
work The ninth corps, commanded by Burnside,

correspondent, “would speak aud con- far within the rebel lines The enemy quickly ed the
bridge—live hundred bursting shells fell
demn the use of liquor, and show to all responded, battery after battery j fined in. and is
among their closely massed rauks. Twenty thouthat they did not approve ol it, aud as- almost every direction we could hear the hissing, sand muskets were pouring their leaden rain upon
sociate only with temperance men, that screaming shells, and hero and there see the puff the assaulting column ! They crossed the bridge ;
of white smoke, where one exploded in the air
deployed to right an i left, a battle line was form
would help public opiuiou. And public
Two of ns obtained permission to leave the ranks ed
; they dashed up the hill, woie hurled back;
opinion once fully aroused would dry up for a short time, and wo ascend'd the hill in front reinforcements arrived ; they charged agaiu ; back
the rum holes as quickly as it drove of our regiment, hoping from its top to obtain a and forth
they surged. A terrific yell rolled up
clipped coin out of circulation. .Many a view of the battle fi- Id Slowly we ascended th.> the line to tell us they had succeeded, and the clouds
drunkard

his fall to the want of

owes

elevation of land

a

the

ground

A

wounded soldier sat upon

of smoke and dust showed clearly that our men
held the ridge and that the rebels v« ere falling hack

front, who had just come over
endeavoring to remove the hoot

iii

our

high, strong, positive temperance posi- the hill, and was
whatever was lobe
It was late in the afternoon
tion on the part of his lady friend.” a from his wounded foot. Before we could reach
done on that day must be done quickly The 1 ‘sses
New York correspondent of the Mount him to lend our assistance, the poor fellow was
on both sides had been f*»«.rtul, the rebels having
A solid sh<d
Desert Herald, points out another direc- relieved from all further t:iII.cully
had the advantage of posi i >:i our logs was pr»>b
tion in which an ounce of prevention may from a rebel gun came bounding like a toot bail ably the greatest. The enemy had been driven
over the hill, struck
him upon the shoulders,
hack at both t! inks and had formed a new line of
he worth a pound of cure.
He writes in
crushed th*m to a jelly, bounded over our regi
Burnside
We listened
battle near Suarpshurg
a kindly spirit, aud trusts his remarks
ment. dashed and rolled down the road, aud sent
Those terrible vollies
was evidently advancing
will be so received. After stating that confusion through a
squadron <>f passing cavalry of musketry, the ceaseless din of artillery, the
“when a man gets a square, comfortable, as it rattled among the feet of their horses
clouds of suiok dust, were rolling back towards
The top of the hill was reached, and from its
Burnhot meal at home he, as a general rule,
Sharpsburg, where rested the rebel center
does not care for rum, he proceeds to say highest point we obtained a fine view* of the seen** side is pushing tin ir right flank back, doubling it
»f conflict. The rebel line, jndgi lg from theci nds
it he cau only succeed, the iate
on the center
—judging from several summer’s experi- ot rising smoke, was about four miles long: his U|
Great interests were
of the rebel army is sealed
ence here—that the
cooking in this State right reaching within a mile of the Potomac river, at. stake Burnsides men were exhausted Their
is execrable.
Here we might take issue and resting upon Antietam Creek, at what was ranks were
sadly thinned. Bach regiment was
with him, as making too sweeping an as- known as the Stone bridge This entire line was but a shattered wreck
If his command could
sertion, base'd on insufficient knowledge; upon the western In k of the creek and occupied only have been inspired with rcii-forcetueiits A
a very strong position upon the hills and among
cloud of duwt was seen rushing from ih center of
but we submit bis closing paragraph to
the trees
Th rebels, undoubtedly, had brilliant
Lee had seen his
the r* b* l line towards ms right
our lady readers for their cousiderati >n—
and had sent Litl! to reiuforce Longstreet.
oxpeetations on that morning The delay of our
danger,

Halt-cooked food, and an utter disregard tor the
of the cuHiue of an industrious farineiV
bouse, uilist lead in«*u to the drinking saloon
A
few cookii g books aud a
cooking scnool, wi 1 d
more to keep the ineu of Maine from sin and
driuk,
than a barrel oi sermons, or aa avalanche ol ad

tle the

adopted

concerning

at the recent

which

His left wing was commanded bv Jackson,
his right by Longstreet, and his ce; tre by Hill To
reach them our troops must cross the d»*ep Antie

a

it

should

left ; and

what

a

system that would

sympathy

massed his infantry and

night, his

vident to

with

on our

pushed

over

support him

to

was

unable to

lion. H.

that "fighting Joe”

us

was

advancing

men

ready

were

-runs

vanced aud receded: first
A

had

e

never

field.

'lien

the rebel hues

slacken

Ins

piise,
It

evitleuco of

—

At the recent

a

meeting

ot the Alabama

State Bar Association, the

in

President,
opening address, discussed the question of intemperance; and, to ((note tbe
Mobile Register, exhibited “the salutary

his

influence that may be exerted upon the
most vital interests of

a

erect

form,

of his

hibition laws can b»> enforced and
wuh reasonable strictness, at least
neighborhoods of Maine

are
in

that proenforced
the rural

of

the

i'hat

The woods seemed to yawn
volcano of leaden tire upon

reception!

a

uid vomit
them

forth

a

It checked their advance.

They

eiuUav

•red to return the fire; they nude 1 and staggered
aider that tempest like drunken men ; bigades

regiments in

>ecame

he small

•etore that

:

and

soon

tire of death. The rebels had und »ubt

been reiuf »rced.

•d!y

moment’s time

a

of that noble division retreated

remnant

a

barn and

And then from the thick

Just

He

saw

no

tiuu“

the
to

>miug liues of

c

l«»se.

A

Doubieday,

General

stall’

<

the

tlL->

with ord

r

-rs

foe

There

was

dashed away to
Hooker Ur

from

best brigade to be s-ut iustanUy ; and General
s brigade, made up la g dy of Massachu-

his

There is

a

general demand

for

legisla

tiou to prevent adulteration of food ; and
none too soon.
The evil is a serious and
a

growing

one.

The

days immediately following New
Year’s day are not happy ones—to some
people. It is then that the bills come in.
other

day.

He

an

elephant

was an auctioneer.

the

they

Old Private.

An

Shipping

Items
V small piece of planed
found upon Hurricane Island. Jan 2, on
side of uh’ch was written. ‘**hn A Nanis,

board
one

was

and on
schooner Wil l Pig*on. Gloucester Mass
the other, “Henry Vaudervood, WaPhaio. Mass
and the word “lost "_The
Xew York

are

Congress intends

Shipping houses in
opinion that if

in the

unanimous

do anything t«»r the

to

commer-

cial uiaiine of this country, pilotage should be regulated by uationa! legislation. Local legi>lation

always favors local int
Xew York is

and th**

re*ts.

especially unjust

legislation

of

and burdensome-

The Allan steamship Moranan from Portland to
ashore last week i>u Mud Poland, Nova
Value of ship and cargo,
Sco’ia. is a total loss

Liverpool,

$050.000 ship
the lightkeeper

Ships.

G

Ma blocks,

0 via Head, reports that the to
f vessels that have passed that station

tal number
f<»r the

.1

insured_Mr
at

rear ending D *e. 31, 1881, was as follows
5: Barks, 30; Brigs, 75; School, ers, 17,80?

Total. 21.038
For
Sl 'ops. 885; Steamers 2 I O’
the year LSSl) the ree «rd was as to l ews. Ships,
;

Odd

Barks. 8; Brigs. 113; Sehoon. s. 18 6IS ; Sloops,
T-.tal. '-1 810; showing a de; Steamers 2 35?
?72

in

th1* number of all

that

of the

sloops-The steamer

plied between \ugustaand
has

tiler,

the

of

asses

pitssiug the. light in Ins|, as compared
The only* class in which auv increase

is

noted is

Mabel F

which

islands last

sum

arrived at Jacksonville. Fia

been chartered

vessels

with 1880

and

has

iu that eity_Th** new
(» -rdou Benuett, recently

by parties

yacut !' Jam
launched at Newburgh, his not been named yet
She is th.- largest yacht
except that of Henri

steam

Siv.

■

of

built in this country.. .tLss A: Sawyer
emitiacted 1o build a three masted

ever

Ba»h, have

school

T>00 tons carrying capacity for parties
•mu.and*d by (.apt Ezra

of

er

Howes, of I)

mnisport,

Mass

8h»-

is

lo

July

be

com

1.

The

sailing ship ufioat, registejiug 2 220
tous, has just been lai nched at B* Hast. Ir* land
She is named the “GartH Id.” and will be employed
largest

iu

steel

the Australian and lVib•n.ivm trades.
Fish and Fishing.

The recent cold weather

setts troops, crashed through the woods aud out
into the corn field, put H »>ker, and wildly charg

revived the fnzm herring business at

We out 1
•1 upon the enemy.
manner in which they charged.

Fish abundant an 1 large snipiueuts_0 two days
recently 1)003 pounds of na-s were shipped from

see

the

They

reckless

struck the

rebel lino, and the latter, although five fold th<HartsufT's
stronger, recoiled before the s!i *ck
fell Hit upon their frees along a small crest
opened a terrific tire upon th rebels,

uen

f

laud, and

vud for thirty minutes the baitle raged
Hartsufi
wounded, his men had expended all their

was

immuuition,

reinforcements had arrived, and he

no

The shattered line sprang to its
mantled iu clouds of smoke, and charged

lake a withering line of fire
upon the enemy
'hey rolled on. The enemy could not stand the
'hock, and once more fell back to the woods
It was then ten o'clock ; tho battle had bean
ragu g for four hours, and neither side had yet
••

rui>ivmaj;c.

fearful

uo

With anxious hearts

'.niun^u

we

iia

scanned

\ud

we

a

move

or

gray.
saw that Hooker’s entire command

soon

was

but at many poiuts we could see tbe advance
Regiments, brigades, divisions, were swinging and
wheeling into line, all at a double quick ; banners
men

cheered

iug column.

Hooker in person led the charg
was a flash, a roar, and all

There

concealed by cloud* of smoke. Those were
moments.
The' hills seemed to shako in
fear and agony.
We anxiously asked each other,
were

awtul

what will be tho result?

we

were

.Joe Hooker is wound-

The enemy received now re
Men and officers fell thick and fast

standing.

mforcements.

Bath to X

*

v

V >rk

uight's fidiiug.

an

0

te

mm

l the citch

Eistport.

male §60 in
at

one

Witiuegauce

»r throe days is estimated at §3 000
The
bass bring IfictS per pound_S ibatis poud is far
ni-hing hug ij cintities of pickerel for the market

Creek t

....The North Haven mackerel tlee' was very successful the past season.
Wrh the exception of
one or two vessels, ill *y have taken from about 1,
800 to 2 350 birrels each, and the crews have
shared from about §200 to >350 or §360_The
work of fishing fur smel s has commenced on Patten's bav
When the ice is not sutli.-ientlv strong.
the tents

are

place t

position-The

on

small .afts and towed out

fish

receipts at Gloucester from
Provinces nuring the last four
month? of the year were as f *1 lows: 9.370 quinto

Maine and the

tals hake, 8 0.30 q iiutals co ltish, 2,905 quintals
had lock, 25 barrels herring, 35 birrels ti'h oil, 5,500 boxes smoked herring.The report of the

Secretary of the B

>ston Fisa Bureau shows that
the busines* for the past year ha-> been very sue
cessful. The l >sses f<»r the year fall mostly on
Gloucester, that port losing seven sail, with forty-

three

men.

The total loss of lif* from other ports

included, is fifty men The total catch of Knackery l
by the New E iglau 1 lint of IS) vessels, is $391,657, Total r.*c**ipt of fish at B *st<m is as f diows
Dry and pickled fish 85 099.09) pounds; fresh
fish. 39,000,009 pounds: total. 115.90)000 poauds.
-The report of the Massachusetts Fish Commissioners has been completed. The returns from
weirs, sea s**in >s and gill nets show a decrease iu
their catch f >r 1881 as compared with 188), of onehalfsea herring, small of fl muders, nearly complete of menhaden, and sin ill of both bluefish and
eels
The catch of shad nearly doubled, and that
mackerel and scup

General Sumner assumed command when Hooker
was taken from tho field, aud bravely he rode to

of

the thickest of the

favorable to fisheries
The sha 1 fishing in Tann
ton River held its own. but that of the Connecticut jumped from 7 727 in 1880 to 3^ 382 in 1881,

Our

men

began

fight,

to

to waver.

on

my
the

It must have been noon, and

ing

was

in

the advance

They halted, and once
possession of the eue

the

corn

field

lead

more

our

A man knocked dowu

the

H irtsuff

ed and carried from the field,’’ we heard a courier
exclaim, as he dashed down the road near where

so.

General.

menced Apiil 1 and to be finished

iu

waved, bayonets gleamed, officers shouted, and

speaks of “the genuine, unadulterated Jeffersonian Democracy, quite different from the Democracy
one hears about in Maine nowadays.’

Burnsido

qutehed

handled that

Hooker sat amidst the filing lead as the broken
nigades of Mt-ade were hurled back past him

the

The Boston Post

roughly

in Xew B-df.rd tube

came

advancing. It was a desperate movement and
a grand spectacle to witness. Our view was broken
by clumps of trees and the tops of distant hills,

Post he ought to get behind
kick himself.

so

solid columns, to follow up
he repulse of Meade.
It was a critical moment
Unless that advance was checked, all was lost
woods they

ing, while Secretary of State, tried to
bring about a foreign war in order to advance his own political fortunes.
If this
correspondent is fool enough to believe
he has transmitted to the

reli

their dearly purchased victory through tne seem
iug stupidity’ of their dearly beloved Commanding

crease of

Boston Post accuses Mr. Blaine of hav-

nonsense

~

bu y his dead, was allowed to regain to a certain
extent what he had lost on the field of battle,
while our men were mortified to lose the results of

pt-ry with blood, to reach the woods in which the
We looked—great God.
•neiuy had disappeared.

the distant columns, for we knew that
ment would soou be made by either blue

the

!

5

oeen

Washington correspondent

hold the

must

lose ah

we

si >wlv

and

had been

They

:he advantage tnus gained
LT.e} c harped across
'he corn field, pi >wed with shells and mule slip

idiiR-ii

A

person. Meade with his L’enn
was then ordered to follow up

own

sylvauia Reserves,

feet

Dow,

Jieksyn” hal found
daring. Joe U »oker’s til.

his gray horse, had been dashing

on

must not retreat

after quoting therefrom, adds—
This would seem to settle the question

to

luring that fearful hour through the thickest ot
ihe fight, mspiring his men by the reckless «x

tion it directs the attention of the Bar
and

seem

to

"Stonewall

society by an intel
ligent review of such a subject.” The
Register then suggests that, “It would
be well if the Association could gather
the experience of all communities which
have adopted partial or complete prohibition of liquor traffic.” In this connecto a recent letter of Gen. Neal

began

match iu reckless

••osure

reconstruction of materia!
rosperit) throughout the South that is gratifying
to ever) patriotic man
Good government is es
seuiial to prosperity among the people; and, 11.
truth, prosperity am mg the people is the guarau
tee of good government
Discontentment will a!
wa)8 breed disorder. Contentment upholds the
reign of the law.
Forty rears preceding the late war the northern
and southern people were contiuuallv growing
apart, with different aims aud different interests,
cherishing different hopes and looking to cliff-rent
destlilies
In the last few years they have beeL
c uniug together, and it is safe to sa\
that at u«
time since the slavery agitation of 18'20 have the)
been as closely united aud as cordially related ms
to day
We have a strong t. broader, deeper pat
notism and a
loftier and worthier pride in the
ci’izen8hip ot the great republic. We have ou«
country, anil it is our country. “From Maine to
Georgia” once t\ pitied the extremes of the Union
ms it did tue extremes of antagonism
Maine and
Georgia can now interchange visits in a siugiweek, aud—‘let there be no strife between us. foi
we be brethren.”
Sincerely yours.
James G Blaine.
is

away

recede, aud their tin*
A cheer of victory arose from the

and

Mi'. Blaine says

Lines melt

the horrors ot that
full hour the conflict raged, aud

corn

to

breath

Hell itself would

insignificant, when compared
For

suspended

before.

seen war

the terrible carnage

ii

Union victors.

and of tire whole country upon the great
which had attended the enter

Shrieking.

and then the other

one

We watched with

victor.

tho last

success

receive them

to

bursting shells, grape and cannicter. with fearful
precision, went tearing through the densely massed
Our infan’ry joined in the
lues of the enemy
Back and forth the lines adoloody reception

•

I. Kimball, was read on
day. After expressing bis regrets, |
congratulating the people of Georgia

dent,

is lost,

field

ac-

!

driven back he

is

war.

every point N-» advance was made by our troops
General Lee, under pretence of an armistice tc

Ii was

had been concealed, into an open corn
The rebels evidently did not see our infantry; they saw only the much coveted guns, and
The
upon them they charged with a savage yell
or

ed.

sleeping upon tlrdr arms, and dur
the commands of Sumner and Mans

We could catch glimpses of moving colurat s and
part of a political ring.” Our New
| waving banners through the smoke and mists A
Hampshire contemporary is unduly alarm- strong column of Union blue, and two batteries
ed. Those who now have control of our advanced from the
woods, where fora brief time

Blaine

If he

bridge, f-*r if that
was overpowered

men

night

field had been

an

send

was—••Tell Burn-

answer

It is the greatest battle of

on

did not press B irii*ido back upon the bridge.
The firing died gradually away.
Tnev halted
Darkness came on. The enemy was beaten at

iug the

schools

McClellan’s

side to hold

ried the upper bridge on the Hagerstown road
I?
was an important advantage
and he held if all

raging

was

or a

invitation to visit the Atlanta
Exposition before its close, and his letter
of declination, addressed to the Id evi-

Autu tarn would thus be the death bed of the con

tederacy

ground he had gained. Slowly the enemy advanc-

e

when Hooker made his

remove the schools

in

be between the forces of Burnside and Sumner,
with the fords of the Potomac iu our possession—

their feet

at

a

right Yesterday
desperate advance, he car-

The batt

far from their control, and give them over
to a set of State officials, with a chief and

subordinates—perhaps

hopeless

less and

impatient for

man

L uigstreet and Hill
They would be hurled back
upon the center and the rebel army would then

victory at Antietam. and the North laid defence-

A

his feet, each

at

Burnside meant the overthrow of both

for Gen

centre, and the stone bridge upon our
the day before, when Lee arranged
so

valley

part in the day's work and for a share in the glory
of the victory.
Fifteen thousand reinforcements

planted his hud pieces that h«» considered it impossible for our troops to carry them by assault It
must have looked to the enemy as though it would
tie an easy victory Th< lr men were highly elated

they are; it is
a system for the common
people, controlled by the common people.” And it
counsels the people not to give it up for
people

on

line of battle, he

his

be

sight.'' The States and
Union says that “the district system U
the New England system—that which
our

the

one near

buried out ot

has made

the

tarn Creek and storm the heights beyond ; and the
only way we could cross tho creek was upon three
bridges—one on our right at the Hagerstowu road:

meeting

tion declared that it “had outlived its
usefulness, that it is now the greatest obstacle to educational progress, and that
enactment

without
and guns and I will sweep all before me
Will \L Clellan grant the
them I cannot succeed
request? Fifteen thousand fresh troops were in

men

of the Maine State Educational Associa-

by legislative

t.. check and crush Burnside
Then np the dusty
highway to M Clellan came a messenger, hia horse
Burnside says send me men
flecked with t mill.

the most brilliant soldier of the Confederacy, c
m inded now an army of one hundred thousand

The Portsmouth, N. II., States and
Union comes to the defence of the district school system,

day

Jacksou and Lawton, fresh from their victory
Harp* r’s F» rry, to join the main army Lee,

of
at

vice

resolution

:>i not pressing a general batbefore, had enabl 'd the rebel divisions

general

commanding

taws

Ex-Secretary

worthy

and

to

long ridge of land

remind others of how to make their influeuce felt. “If every lady,” says our

cept

more

artillery

line of battle.

respondent—a suggestion already acted
upon by many, but which may serve to

Shipping Interest.

Of the man) 1 its of seamanship which have
been pcitbimi'I dming the late ftiglitful weathu

upon which we stood had beeu thuuderiug at the
rebels all the forenoou. and the grouud had trem-

was ordered forward, as we
sup
the line of battle ; but after marching a
short distance we halted under the protection of a

posed,

vas

GALLANT SEAMANSHIP.

ANTIETAM.

Our division

my.

belong to either one party or the
other, but ourcontemporary’s Democratic
••Tho blessed young thing that she is!”
spectacles make him see rings where none
ejaculated Mrs. Durkie, wiping her eyes
exist.
As for changing from the present !
as
she finished the letter.
“Well, let
folks that will doubt that old saying system to another, that is for the people
;
about the pudding, 1 never shall again. themselves to
decide, and the people of [
It’s made uiy young ladies’ fortunes, true
Maine tire quite competent to decide that,
as life, and I mean to keep on making
or any other question affecting their in-, !
them as I live.” [Harper’s Bazar.
terests, in an intelligent manner.
The

musketry on the right died gradually away,
only the growling of artillery was heard But
while we were so intently watching the right, the
battle had beeu raging from the centre to the left
The artillery planted along the side of the hill
The

and

hour the troops were in lino
The battle began
on our right 11 ink, where Hooker
opened a terri

In this connec-

piesent the suggestion of

defeat.

Life.

Daylight dawned upon anxious hearts on the
eventful day of September 17, 1862. At an early

to do much that must otherwise

have been left undone.

Republican Journal.]

NUMBER THREE.

lu the temperance cause women have
been among the foremost workers, and
from the nature of things have been
able

for the

Sketches of Army

In every movement having in view the
advancement of Christianity, morality,
and the welfare of human kind, women
have taken a prominent part. The extent of their influence is very great,
aud is hardly realized by themselves, but

a

plum-pudding really interesting.”

dawned

Emmy.

l.
till
v

“Ami 1 do believe—yes, here is the sixpence,” declared Emmy, fishing the lmt
little disk out daintily from the burning
sauce. "I am to lie the rich one, it seems.”
“1 have nothing at all. Tnat seems
At
hardly fair,” pionouiiced Marian.
that very moment her fork encountered
a hard substance—tile thimble.
“Well, that is tlie most curious,"cried
Mrs. Durkie.
"I never before heard of all
three things being drawn except there
was a large party, and the v\ hole pudding
was served.
Well, I'm sorry yiu'vegot
the thimble Miss Rand : but there’s some
sorts of poterty that's as good as riches,
they say, and I hope your sort will lie of
that kind.”
"What a good creature that is !” re
marked Aileen, after she had gone. “We
didn’t want a pudding, and didn't mean
to have a pudding; hut, after all, 1 am
glad she made us one, if only to show
what a kind heart she has.
The English
are very nice, I think.”
“So they are, and it was really a jollyidea to put those tilings in. I never heard
of such a custom before.
It makes a

■

Brighton

The New System of Bee Keeping,

Brought.

It wastin' midnight of the Christmas
not the fold, hiilliant midnight that
"!■ are
wont to associate with the holy
eve, but solt and bland, with mild airs
moving in from the sea., and a misty moon
struggling through faint clouds, bn the
cliffs ihe sui f lapsed and broke with deeptoned murmur. The hign chalk downs
above still wore a garment of turf almost
summer green.
Greener yet was the
uimly cut grass where tiny Bonehureh
lay buried in tree shadows so deep as to
shut out every ray of moonlight ; and all
the lovely Isle of Wight seemed wrapped
in a deep repose of universal sleep.
Xot quite all.
Half a mile away from
Bonehureh the moon, peeping through
ihe yews, revealed a knot of dark figures
collected under the windows of a small
house, and presently, after some prelimnaiy notes on a tuuiug-lork, voices broke
forth in a Christmas carol. These were
ihe
“waits” beginning their tuneful
ound.
They had come, first of all, to
Mis. Durkie's, because of her lodgers.
American ladies, to whom the custom
might probably be a novelty, and thereby
provoke a larger dole than the performers were in the habit of getting from more
accustomed listeners.
The American lodgers were not particularly charmed to be tuns roused
from their iirst sleep by strains which,
though well meant, were rather the re\ else of harmonious.
“(food gracious! what is it?" demanded Aileen, the first to wake. Then, hei
clouded senses gradually clearing themselves, “Emmy ! Emmy !" she cried, “do
you hear that noise? It must be the

2.101 to rye and 13.629 acres to win
Maine's crop of barley is242 1*5 bushel'.
buckwheat, 362.701 bushels: corn, 9bo
023 bushels : oats 2,205.575 bushel- ; rye.
20,396 bushels: wheat, 005,714 '■ i-liel.It thus appears that M ine raises s-•tin
thing over 31 bushels of corn, and something over 15 bushels of wheat to tinacre, which is not the high average t|ta>
ought to be secured : but is not i:i bad
comparison with some of the \\ t steri
cereal-raising States. Maine gets nmn
money out of ln-r oat crop than out of any
other of her cc-real crops. The most ol
the buckwheat is raised in Aroostook.
Aroostook also largely leads all the otliei
counties in wheat. Penobscot is second in
the list.
Aroostook is lowered in corn.
Oxford leads in corn; Kennebec in barley.
mil Aroostook largely in oats and rive
Androscoggin has 409 acres to barley,
and a crop of 9057 bushels
152 acres to
buckwheat, and a crop of 2,074 bushels :
2,409 acres to corn and a crop of 79.776
bushels; 3,262 acres to oats, and a crop
ol 99.523 bushels; 116 acres to rye and a
crop of 1,152 bushels; I 069 acres to
wheat, and a crop of 14,795 bushels.
Franklin raises 7.331 bushels of barley.
3 362 hushelsof buckwheat, 51.754 bushis of eorn, 133 549 bushels of oats, 556
of rye, and 36.704 of wheat:
Kennebec
raises 39,369 bushels of hurley. 2 706 ol
buckwheat, 121,394 of corn, 166.547 ol
oats, 1,566 of rye, and 47.006 of w in at
Oxford raises 2 392 bushels of barley.
14.632 of buckwheat, 149 572 of corn.
152 924 of oats, 3,935 of rye, and 46,306
of wheat.
.Sagadahoc raises 9.961 ol
barley, sj of buckwheat. 15.962 of corn,
19,930 of oats, and 0.961 of wheat. Sdm
eiset raises 33.991 bushels of barley 13.
469 of buckwheat, 92,545 of corn. 273,
436 of oats, 1,226 of rye, and 46,646 ol
wheat.
Our most important crops are potatoes
and hay, but it is apparent that Maine ieasily able to raise her breads!utl's, only
let her ‘-gird her loins.” Our farmers an
annually increasing their production ol
cereals, and the average results per am
ire constantly showing an advance.
\V«
have shown that Maine can raise 100
'ushels of corn to the acre, and improved
culture is already showing marvelously
favorable results along the entire line.

HONEY

Funding

vigil,

coin,
oats, rye and wheat.
11,100 acres an
-own to barley; 20.135 acres to bulkwheat; 30,907 to corn: 7*.765 to oats:

—

the

r.Y SUSAN COOLIDGE

tn the census returns of I860

cultivating 1*7.103 acres,
aggregate, to barley, buckwheat,

the far-off home of which all were thinking. Toward night the rain ceased, and
Marian, leaning out to close the blind,
announced the moon to lie visible.
“Don’t let’s dress for dinner,” she said
“We are ah so comfortable as we are.”
But 1 think her object was to discard even
so commonplace an observance, to make
the day, as it were, even less than ordi
nary days.
Dinner came up, and was eaten with an
accompaniment of chat which grew happier now that the dreaded holiday was
fairly past. The whitec ipped maid removed the plates, and swept, the last
crumb from the table.
“There is noth—” Marian began ; hut
at that moment the door opened, and in
came Mrs. Durkie her face bright with
fire, her eyes with triumph, and in her
hands, raised aloft, adisb.on which tinned a small but symmetrical pudiiing, surrounded with a towelingsprigof red-berried holly.
“Ladies,” she said, “I've took the liberty of making you a Chrism.is pudding
iu our English way, and I hope you’ll excuse it. and accept, with my best re-

The burd.-n of Love
A bright morn,
That looks Dm loveliest at its dawn.
better
had
it
ne’er
been born !
Ah,
Fur soon drive mists ot misery
O’er darkened sea

production.

Maine is

read Froude’s Ciesar aloud to Emilia.
Neither of the three said a word about

Burden®.

The burden of Life.
Honrs of pain.
Strou* struggles for victories vain,
Dull doom of dust to dust again
A ship of insecurity
On stormy sea.

had swept through the woods beyond,
flying back in a terrible

they

and had sent the rebels

as we

watched

falling back of our lines, our hearts sank but
artillery fire prevented the rebels from fallowgreat distance Sumner's command
have been badly shattered
We understood

our men a

must

winter aud cool

nearly

stimui *r

and would have been

trebled

were,

larger

on

The severe

the whole,

had not fl

un-

>ating logs

hindered the nets. This fine run was due in part
to the high
water enabling the shad to push up
past obstacles like the E« field (Ct ) dam. etc Tho
shad fishery ou the Merritnae River is almost at an
end.

Maine
AND

NEWS

GOSSIP

INTEREST IN«

AN

Matters.

FROM ALL
DK.W

MI TE WILL TASK.

The court at Machias, Judge Peters presiding,
lias before it a ease which is exciting great inter
eat and is oue of almost /•••?/
as the
lawyers say. or quite so in tins sale, involving
the question of Hie ability of a deaf mute to make
a will
This is not, however, a case of congenital
deafness.
Horatio N Foster was seventy six years ot age
•it the time oi making the alleged will
He lost
Ins hearing when about three years ot age.
\ sis
ter of his had died a short time before the making
of the will m question, leaving him a legac) 111
bonds of r?.0U0 or more. The will in question
gives all the property of Horatio N Foster, (the
deaf mute) to his brother Jacob Foster and Jacob’s
wife, Margaret B. Foster, to be divided equally be
tween them
It is signed Horatio [his (H) maikj
Foster and attested by six witnesses of whom one
was Andrew Foster, a brother who received nothThe contestants of the will are a
ing by the will
nephew and a brother: the other three brothers,
heirs, do not contest
The contestants start out
with three points in their favor, the yN-ie. jocie
want of common knowledge in a deaf mute, the
decree of the J ldge of Probate in their favor dis
allowing the will, and the fact that Horatio was
under guardianship at the time ot making the will
To these positions, the proponents reply that this
deaf mute was remarkably intelligent, could use
l-'ois. make rakes, doors, sleds, mend clocks, in
vented d fence that the posts can not throw out of
plumb, ..mi m general was an excellent farmer and
meet: t::.. w.e; very codsc ;euti<msand had a strong
will, strong affections and equally strong dislikes
that the case was imperfectly presented to the
Judge of Probate; and that he as well as many
others who are not capable ol investing and taking
care ot their property, are yet of sufficient iateili
genee to givo it
ay by w.!i
John T Lynch, IN j occupied tic- forenoon of
Saturday in an opening statement The afternoon
u .is takf?u
up in the examination of two of the*six
who signed the will as witnesses, Hr Charles \\.
Johnson who drew the instrument and Andrew
Foster, a brother of the testator. The testimony
is somewhat difficult to take as much of the laii
The
guage used and testified to was pantomime
counsel in the cas are ii cub of August* and
Lyn< h, of Machias, : «r proponents, and McNich'd
» .d
-.«•
and Round-.
eMos’u; t<
[J P P
■

m

Baugor Whig

A dad lias
-V'Lon-u the w 1.1
'.••a! mute N.y -.

write

nor use
'■

Ui.il

The Farmer says that Jason Scribner, of Auguswho sumo years ago murdered his two children
and came near making way with his wife and another child, has for the past year been confined in
his c* 11 at the State prison. The board of examiners, who looked into his mental condition, decided
that he is afflicted with homicidal mania
Boston. Worcester, Manchester and Lowell parties have purchased the entiro territory of Maine
tor the telephone
The business as it now stands
in Maine, is covered by four trunk lines viz: Biddeford to Portland, Portland to Lewiston, Augusta
to Kichmond, Bueksport, Bangor to Oldtown
These four lines and their exchanges have to day
l.AIK) subscribers, and a total ot *Tt>00 telephones
in operation.
Tne now owners will retain the
ame ,,The National Bell Telephone (.‘ompany of
Maine
Nexi month the bondholders of the Bangor &
Bueksport Railroad will reorganize and form a
stock company. At that time the extension of the
railroad to Ellsworth will be discussed. A public
meeting will soon be held in Ellsworth to consider
the mutter of giving the right of way to the rail
road

ie
ih.-pai.u
.-ays the jury
-i: Foster was
••delated
*' er read,
-<
! i. who con’d
the pianna! eIphub*■*
The wiil was
•«<•:!
de. '.sing
thousand,
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resolution to
House of

place a statue of Gen. Garfield in the chi
Representatives at Washington. D. (,\

of the Maine State Temperance Society will be behl in Uranite llall, Auon
and
gusta,
Wednesday
Thursday, Jan. 25th. and
1882. All temperance men and women throughthe
out
Stare may consider them-elves member*' of

the above society.
In issuing this call we de-ire to congratulate the
citizens of our State upon the result will' ll the
Maine Law, sustained by a healthy public sentiment, has achieved during the thirty year* of itoperation. If. has driven the liquor traffic out of

minishing

;

••

|
!
;

j

[

■

rejected.

pursuit

!

ir.s- as M'.auesota, theonly Northern State
upon
which the taint of repudiation rested, has done
a-id
to
her
Louisiana
creditors.
partial justice
.r.'.y
Norway. rejected
: :.s taken n new
plunge in the foul abyss The
Louisiana llouso of Representatives has adopted a
Tlit* Aroostook Kemibd ic brings pa;ticn! irs ,-r
.<iU.se 11 the revenue bill which renders
impossi
the outrage at Fort Fair?,-*!!. t a which t*:i*;?*i*>a has
do even the payment of the miserable pittance of
been made previously
1: up;,.-.irs iti.i; T nomas ! interest last promised
This is the third time m
.1. Melvin.
years ot age, an Asn-ruon it:z?u I ten years that the sovereign State ot Louisiana
!'• >ident at Montieeilo in this S'.«:e f--r
has viop.ied tuith with its creditors.
many yea;s.
was under arrest on a charge
bigamy, one of ^
Tie-- Ameer ,n Loin ani>Tri st Comiaxv ot
ids alleged wives being a New Bran -wick w. ••■an
Boston, at their Annual Meeting, elected the fob
The examination was nroo-.-- dmg in tore T**;.! Jus
i.wuj_: Bnrd of Directors.—Frederick L.
tire Ferry »t For: Famfidd. and the impression
Ames,
v*r Ames, Kasha \tkms. William B. Bacon,
laod got abro;-i that tor want « t ;u-i ^diet.re: the
K/ra
H
wo
.1
L
Isaac
T.
l
Baker,
Burr.
P
Hi
Mn
of
ught
piisouer
di-charged.
Benjamin
Cheney,
Albert L Coolidge, Thomas Dana F. Gordon Dex
January 3. a partymasked men to mi New Bru:
’or. \\ illiam D. Forbes, Jonas II
wick (Miiv.* « r *- the line ami proceeding’ to the
French, Henry
room in the hotel wlu*:e M/lviu was c uitiio-1. : D Hyde. David P. Kimball. George C. Lord,Thom
as Nickerson. Asa
burst the door, dragged him «»ut. and carried him
Putter. Alexander LI Rice.
William B. Strong. Lovit Wade. Henry M. Whit
across the bound;*: v to A adorer, where he
was
committed to jai!
if !':•= t'a os in th ease are as 1 ney.
represented, the kidn ; j :ng <- M-dviu is a high
Lieutenant Danenhauer, of the Jeannette crew,
Landed outrage
the Ano-rican lUg and requires
with live sailors reached Yakutsk on December
nvestigition bvf.isg eruuuM.t. Probably Melvin
The other six persons with Engineer Melville
is a scamp ami d .•.•*«•;
punishment. but he was ;j were on their way from
the mouth of the Lena,
in the hands
art \ merman oflieer
His e iptnre
to
Nov
loth, nothing bad been heard at
Up
appears to hav. b--ea the act of an irresponsible
Bulonenga of the crew of the first cutter, which
mob. ami it is likely I hat the New Brunswick au
landed at the north mouth of the Lena about
horities w .aid n-.-t -re the prisoner at once on the 1
’he middle of September
Reports which have
demand of the Coded St-ves
[Portland Adver- reached St
Petersburg state that the Jean
tiser.
nette was caught by the ice on October 1, 1979,
\ MAINE IlKKEi
!N j-LOliilM
I and drifted at the mercy of the winds until June
Messrs Devnell »t Simpson ot the Carleton
S.i, 1991. when the vessel was abandoned
House. Jacksonville, have recently received e.
The Assassin on Trial.
large number ot fat turkeys direct from their
•: I.akeman
market man, <1 W Sylre>tcr No
Mr Davidge occupied the session ot the Court on
Market. Boston.
Hue ol the turkeys was a !
and Friday last with his argument, in
busier of about thirty pound.- weight I; it was Thursday
which the defeuce was torn to shreds and the iu
found the following note
| sanity theory demolished. The assassin, who
I-ast Cm. M*-. Washington <
M
! '’outinually interrupted, was handled scathingly
December. is.-j
Saturday Mr. Reed addressed the jury for the
\u; ••he w li>» _!«• t thi- rirke) please lei m-.- know
defence. J udge Cox decided that Guiteau could not
w ho it i-. f*• r it In* been n rein irk able
and
turkey,
be allowed to speak in his own defence. He said,
we would .’t luive taken
money p-r it if he hadn't
h wever, if h's counsel desired to read frprn his
•lied after he breathed hi- hist.
l'iu* doctors, gave
ever ivr -vering l:i«* life
up all hope- of hi
He
manuscript anything which they deemed
was a noble bird
Plea-- write me your name and !
be laid before the jury they could do so.
nv-- t.,. further information.
the tenth week ol the trial, was enter
Monday,
NKU.tr. I. Hol.Tt.N.
i od upon. Mr. Scbyille addressed the jury. Gui
Mi Simpson has replied to the request, ami the
teau interrupted as usual
monster turkey was served up f.t -miner on SunMr Scoville occupied all of Tuesday's
with
^auee
From
the
oxtrvu.e
north j devoting his remarks mainly to abuse of the conn
day
oyster
Maine 1 o Florida [Floii i.i Times. Jan 10
sel for the Government.

|

■*•

j

S

perane'e

WatervSIIe, Jan. 14th. 1882.
Tne

j

[proper

j
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The President :.a> issue.! the i-'iiowing executive* order
Orden i. Thi*r. and atn. r
February
1st 1NKJ an ari*i f-v !'»i the
pnymen* of pensions
shall be established at Augusta, dame, ami that
ill pensioners residing
that S:.it•*. uow paid at
oncord, N 11 w :!! here.i ter be paid a? Augusta
The agam y district of < •'.curd. N H will here•iiter embrace all
s
-..siresiding in New
xecutivi order
Hampshire ami .Venm nt 'I n
dated May 7th. ]•<?, creating the n.mcord, N li
is
district,
agency
hereby vokeil. said revocation
t
take * fleet February 1st.
The secretary
-■!
tbeintei'
charged with the execution or
this order
in

station,

Another

Hailrcad

campaign of li^'Jis a heady
attracting attention in Washington. The
correspondent of the Kennebec Journal
writes from the National Capitol that
“the condition calls for redoubled energy
the part of workers in and out of the

State," and that “the Maine Republican
Association of this

An express trait which left Albany Friday after
with many members of the New York llegis
1 at ure on hoard, was run into near Spnyten
lunction by a special tram, telescoping ami set
ting on tire the two rear palace cars. Nine dead
bodies* have been recovered, four of which were
burned beyond recognition
Senator Wagner proprietor of the Wagner drawing room and sleeping
cars was
among those killed
George Melius, the brakeman charged with the
responsibility ot the disaster, has been arrested
He states that ho went back six or seven car
lengths and waved his light, thinking tha^ dis
tance sufficient.

Djuyvel

j

|
j

|I

j
I
i

company h«is been organ)/: .1 t.i build a whart
;t Seal Hat nor. M'
I'* -ert. early the eomii;,
a
a

Senator 1 rye
-fed
the resolution for a spe« ial committee on womens
rights. The total vote
wii' 30 yeas and Jo mo
Augusta boast-* .f •* bed;- nine months old. who
weighs 30 pound**. The proud father ol' He* promising hoy is Mr J V. Wade.
Natbauiel 1> H agios, a well kn-wn New York
arpet dealer, db.-d in that city Jan in, aged ♦’»•»
He was a native ol (Jray. Me.
T'ue Journal say.-* the Augusta national banks
have paid their semi aunuai dividends
The
♦ iranite Bank
paid 1 percent the Frc-emer..- I
the First National. 3
Josiah Harris Talbot, formerly of Has* Machwa.
Me a merchant in Malden. Ma--*. died Wed*
,.

Probate
U 1>

,

following burines- was transacted
January Term of this Court—

Administration Granted on Estates of—
B. Ellis, late of Stockton, Elizabeth A.
ua
Ellis,
Administratrix; Elizabeth C. Wyman, lute ot Bel.
in nt, Benton Robinson,
Administrator; .Stephen
Cleave-, late of Stockton, Lvdia M. Cleaves, \djuinistratrix; Peter Winslow,*late of Belfast, Sarah
Pitcher, Administratrix.
giardians Appointed—Charles Bradstreet, of
Liberty. over minor heir of Jessie F. Folsom j late
•1 W ashington; Catherine O. Ilcarn, over minor
heirs of Cha*. Downing, late of
Winterport.
License to sell Real Estate on Estates of
-Nathaniel IJ. and Lizze M. Clary, minor heirs of
James
Clary, late of Belfast; Einraogene McDonald, late of freedom; Mandrel E. andBertie H itch,
minor children of Leander J. Hatch, late of Mo rill.
INVENTORIES FILED ON ESTATES OF—Seldon I.
" alkcr, late ol Jackson Walter P. Randall et.
als.,
minor heirs of ( has. P. Randall, late of
Lilxrtv;
'u~;m H. Piper, late of
Swnnville; Lydia B. Drinkwat«-r. late of LineolnvlUe; minor heirs of Alfred
ami Harriet N. Prescott, late of
Liberty; II izen
Ayer, late f»f Montville; Freeman Luce, laic of
Burnnam; Louisa J. Chase, late of Jackson; Ephralm Fletcher, late of Searsmont; Joshua I). Hemm**nway, late of searsmont; Oswcll Atkinson, late
of Montville.
Allowance Made to Widow on Estate of—
Wm !.. Libby, late of Stockton.
Accorx rs Allowed on Estates of—Calvin P.
Lincoln, late of Searsmont; David Kennev, lab- of
Ivnox; Elisha Mosher, late of Unity; Rosa*M. Ran.
Iclt, a minor, of Unity; Guardians account of Ada
and Frances Williamson, of Belfast.
Wills Probated—James C. Drake, late of Llncolnville; Olivia B. Littlefield, late of Belfast; Jtfssie
f. Folsom, late of
Washington.
/a

«>’.*.

Robert Friend, ot BrooKlin. only lour
years old.
has attended an eight we**ks s :houl the
present
winter, and only lost one am! -me h di davr
Mr L» ]) Coombs. th«* Lewiston artist, is to re
move ills studio to Boston, wh- r** he will make a

specialty

of

portrait paint

;i the

mg

Tne Collins Ciraaiie C « ,,f Fast Biuehill. have
.,uite a large force at work tl.i> whiter Thev are to
erect polishing works at
and will use steam
to hoist in the quarries.
j
Captain Hilbert E R Parte;,, one o! the most
j
business
men
rad
prominent
ship owiier.** of Bath,
highly respec-fcf- i by all. died at his re -i-lence in •
that city Jau 11, aged ->-S
The Sentinel says the pas; yea; has been a
pio>
p-.-rous one for Kimport, and that there was pro
bably more money paid out during the year for
labor 1 ban ever before
May the pre.- mt vear ISx-J
he still more prosperous lor the town
Solon Chase delivered a speech at Dover last
week in the interest of straight fireoubaokism to
a (air sized audience.
1 he leading Democrats who
fas *d last year did not favor him with thmr
pre
Father ia dotting Well.
soucc
Solon’s idea is that if his party will hold
themselves separate from the Republicans and j
My .laughters say, "How much better lather is
since he used Hop Bilters.” He is getting well alDemocrats they will become one of the two
great j
ler his long suffering from a disease declared! inparties ol the future.
j! curable,
and we are so glad that he osod your BitAndroscoggin county has a debt of S8g,oon
It
ters
reduced it jbllbrt last year
| A lady of Rochester S, A’.
The Ellswurth American says that Lizzie
Leslie,
V lather said lo his little h
re-year-old, who came
daughter of L, aud Jane Leslie, living on the Shore in late to dinner from
school, "Robbie, why are
road, was burned to death bv the breaking of »
ao
late
7
Didn't
hear
the bell 7” "A'essir:
you
you
kerosene lamp, about halt past five o'clock 'Saturhut 1 didn't hear it plain.”

day night.

The Whig notes the death of Porter
Neai-y, a
well known business man of Bangor,
age* about
■-'S years.
Consumption was tile cause.
hred Hamilton, ot wrecked schooner Almon
Bird, died Fiiday evening at Bock-port, Mass.,
from the effects of the terrible suffering which he
endured at the tiino of the accident
He was ab
out Bo years of age.
The body was sent to his
home in Rockland, Me for burial.
The Journal says: Lewiston and Auburn are
gradually getting rid of the "pink eye
It has
had a very mild rim here.
No horses have died
trom it, and few have been laid
np long
Another smart old ladv. Mrs Rhoda
Sprague, ol
Phillips, if you please—S3 vearB old hearty aud
rugged, and spry as a girl, does household duties
aud lives with her son. Will. B Sprague
In the
past three months she has made six handsome
"herring-bone" quilts for her six grand-sons. They
are models of neatness and
good work. [Phono

graph.

The James Oarville will ease, which has beet
before the public for two years past, has been do
ided by the Law Court in favor of the contest
ants, aud disallowing the will. The Lewiston
Journal thiuks, however, there mar be furthei
litigation over the real estate.
The most accurate information to be obtained it
Washington is to the effect that Hon Nathat
Webb, of Portland, is likely to he appointed judgt
of the United States district court in tho Maine
district
The Augusta Journal savs that at the annua
encampment of the Maine (j. A K to be held in
tiardiner on the 8th of February, some fifty Posts
will be represented by delegates. Comrades wi]
make their headquarters at the Evans House

Society Belles.
On account

of its

remarkably

if a two wheeled vehicle is a
bicycle, and a
three wheeled a tricycle, itdoos not follow that ihe
one wheeled is an icicle
It is a wheel-barrowl
Renew Your Lease.
There are times m every one's life when
enefgy
tails untl a miserable feeling comes over
them,
mistaken for laziuess. Danger lurks in these
toms, as they arise from diseased
organs. Parker's
(linger Tonic will restore perfect activity to the
Stomach, Liver and Kidneys, purify the blood,
renew your lease of health and comfort
I Advo-

sytnp!

i}nd

cate

The worst kind of rheumatism is the
spare loom
! “(ism
Many an unhappy guest has crowded in
between its icy sheets and died of it.

|
I
|

!
I

|

There Is a Balm In Ullend. The success which
lias marked me introduction of Cream Balm, a
Catarrh remedy, prepared by Ely Bros Oswego N
A is indeed marvelous. Many persons to Pit:s,ou and vicinity are
using it with most satisfactory
results
A lady down town is recovering the sense
ol smell, which ske had not
enjoyed for fifteen
years, through the use of the Balm. She had given
up her case as incurable Mr. Barber, the drug
gist, has used it in bis family and commends it
very highly. In another column a young Tuskbannock lawyer, known to maDy ef our readers,
testifies that he was cured of partial deafness. It
is certainly a very efficacious
remedy. IPittston,
Pa Gazette, Aug 15, 1879. Price 50o. Iiw3

he stronger than our own.’’
To he sure, the Portsmouth Chronicle
retorts that “the latter part of this state-

part has

not been true within the

as

the newspaper and the nobleman are on
opposite sides of politics, the truth is like-

squadron

which can cross tin; Atlantic in

more

of these

ships.

construction

is

eon

V

»

correspondent
The next

savs

:

campaign

in Maine will be them .a
intereaiin^ of Any ol the exeiMii^r campnitrue oi
that State for several years past
The legislature
of the State wili not ineet again, as the Democratic
Governor is not apt to call an extra session to give
a Republican legislatin'** the
opportunity to make
the new congressional districts
This will necessitate the election of all the members of the Hons.'
of Representatives on the genera! Sta’o ticket
A Governor and a Legislature, which will have the
choice of a I'nited States Senator t suer. 1 Mr
Frye, are also to be elected The State is so even
ly divided between the parties that with the prizes
at stake bo’h sides wili make a desperate contest

The writer of

the above

despatch

is

of the best informed and most relia-

one

ble

correspondents in Washington.
doubtless had good authority for

He
bis

concerning Gov. Plaisted's intentions, but a rumor of mot. recent
date, made public by the Bridgton News,
statement

is to the
be

Heet that the

called

together

Legislature

will

month.

The

next

be redistricted

State cannot

for

Con-

gressmen, however, until

Congress passes
an apportionment bill, although it seems
to be a foregone conclusion that our representation is to he cut down from live to

four.

We

see

change the

reason to

no

opinion expressed

weeks ago that
Governor Plaisted will consult his personal and party interests in this matter

calling

tin

extra session of the

Legisla-

But it he follows the course indi-

ture.

cated

the Sun

by

lind it

not

some

correspondent he
sailing, for in

smooth

event the chances are

send

full

a

will
that

that Maine would

Republican delegation

to Con-

gress.

The chroniclers

engaged

in

Washington who are
“making history" ire heaping
tit

end of trouble for the future histo-

no

up
rian.

Por

example, the

Associated Press

necktie at the New Year's

wore a

reception ; but

the X. V. World says that he
tie; the Sun that he wore

wore a

scarf; the Times that he wore

a
a

dark

lavender
dark blue

satin tie, and the Tribune that he

pearl

lilac

wore a

necktie.

The citizens' temperance movement in

Marblehead, Mass., has assumed an aggressive form. There is an understanding
between the Selectmen and those engagthat the

ed in the citizens’ movement

appointed

men

zens are

to raid

and

law oflicers

by tin* citithe
upon
liquor dealers
the trallie, if possible.

as

suppress
Their pay is to come from the citizens
and their instructions also. That’s business.

Richard Henry Dana, author of “Two
Years Before the Mast," is dead: and al-

though he had won a distinguished place
as a jurist and was the author of
many
valuable law hooks, the volume above
mentioned, written as a more pastime,
will give him the most enduring place in
the memories of most people.
Because

Post

was

we.

not

wondered that the Boston
for

prohibition,

the able

editor of that paper says we intimated
that tho Post fs' for free rum.
We shall
have to give up wondering at what we
in the Post ; and that will ho pretty
as regards its
alleged

hard, especially

jokes.
The Executive Council have confirmed
the majority of Governor Plaisted's nom-

inations, to avoid obstructing the public
business, after having protested against
the

Governor’s

lodged

misuse

of

the

power

in bis hands.

Roscoe Conk ling failed politically a little while ago, and now .1. A. Conkey, a
Boston tea and coffee dealer has made an

assignment.

This is

a

had season for the

Conks.
Gath says of Hon. James G. Blaine
that his

“personal influence

masses is so great

fourths of all the rest of the
to

keep him

among the

that it takes three-

politicians

under.”

Houston county,

Georgia, has adopted
prohibitory liquor law. It went into
effect on the first day of Jau. lfcfifi.
a

ot t>

\

nance has rendered
are

both

tw..

the ball at i

profits ot

quietly

the bargain's at

i.

on mean*

the expense
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tree.ted by the Hosid •!: -'ter died on; than <*omes

Mi- s'jiisation
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cue
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on'

Perhaps

arties who

:!Dini;i:y .n.-aP

dreadful oeenrrences

would be

t

Now tin;
i‘i-

seoou

ia.sui

.1

‘in.

willi'*'

IV-

ird

maze

great

■
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the. ready an.vVe think that the New
i! I.-ads them all with their elegant
England ,vi
i-l

••

i-'1
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ordi-
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theatrical .-.reins will be

(MaGreok

play

play

was

at the GlobeTheatre,
produced at Harvard
lust year, with great success
Mr George
who »‘ly«_* 1 ti.
p tr! ot Oedipus at that
icliob

-•

Jan

1'he

m

ill

t

the

same

ike the

•••:

site

character

the Globe,

at

will

•'

five musicians, and will be n
Mr George kiddle,
ve.y : pore.'!nig \> uluction
wm> laii.-s
b.* leading part, will play the same in
Gi-vk w !■.:'*.*
o’her* will play in English
Mr.
a

dozen or twenty ships
this year, and when they are ready for
the keels for a

the stars

?r.t

...

fortv

’•

into every sea and port where i Kid In- has t.i commit over TOO lines in Greek to
I
—not .i very enviable job
floats a foreign tlag. Our naval oflieers memory
lb' i! -V * j ,i p : b .nines* is apparently a very
are rusting out ashore, and should have
Boston
We have at the
j |i;--.‘jiero!iv bu.sin -ss
an opportunity to see blue watet and dish'tM-iit turn* :.*:.* dhiiies. including two penny
tant climes once more.
I daslic* the iate.-jt n .-iug the Boston Daily World, *

stripes

The
j neat littu sIku t which seems to be thriving
B• js: >:. Herald, which is ahead of all the rest as
ii*• ila’iou, l*
reg:’. i>
reported to have made $400
000 h r it* i. r1 e p: pnet •: sjast year
Not a bad
; \ e a i’* work
sense of the ridiculous, a thorough unBusmt *s i* booming generally in all lines, and
derstanding of men, a generous power of ; trthe •» iu i ib.* houses arc preparing for the spring
good earnest
RriHHNs.
i
Fuller of the ltoekland Courier-Gazette
|
lias "a wonderful imagination, a keen !

ness

and

a

tender-

strong love of humankind."

At least that is what

anonymous writtrue humorist must have, and if

er

says a
Fuller is not a true, humorist where will

you Unit one i
Hon. John H

Supreme Judicial

an

Reagan,

of Texas, ex
General, am!

Court.

jrsTii.t: wAt.ton puesimsu.

Horae N M >ur •<* v*. Edward Dunton and wife.
Parties live in Lincolnvllle. Action to recover
•am ige* to w -odiand on account of lire, Plff. say*
that tin* deft. In May last .set a Ore In a brush heap,

land of plff.
de>ti*u\ lug seven-eighths of the birch growth on
Confederate Postmaster
i thirteen .vres of laud, damaging him $125. That
Gov. Harris M. Plaisted. of Maine, are ‘left, w a*
negligent and did not use ordinary care
|
Vice-Presidents of the Vnti-Mouopely j tu setting tin-. Deft*, claim t hat ordinary care was
u*e >, that a
sudden wind arose and spread the
League. If there are any other leagues i thu jas which
got b.;.ond control, and also there
in the country that would be likely to
wa> no real damage to
pltf.'s growth. Plff. held
gratify a love for notoriety, they might Mr.'. Dunton. who owns the land, responsible for
;hea<T*o£ h r husband, as he w as acting as her

obtain

a

M. P..

Ranger,

new

member by addressing 11.

his

on

own

land, and It spread

agent in carrying

on

to

the farm.

The Judge ruled
responsible for her hus
j band's setting the tire, as no testimony was introll now stands in the Iron! rank ot tamiiy news
dm*i*‘I shew ing she ordered it done, and she could
papers, high toned and dignified, but genial bright, not be held l* •'■ponslble. Verdict for plff. for $27.50.
|
interesting and instructive.
Mr-. Dunton ;o‘ouitted.
Montgomery for plff.
That is just what we were about ti- say
Fogler f<<r deft.
of the Boston Post, but tin- Post has anJames Moody *2d, s *. W. ti. Moody, adrnr. of the
estate of Abigail Moody, of Lincolnvllle. Action
us
it
of
itself,
'eviticipated
by saying
or

Augusta.

tb

it

Mr

Demon

on

was not

support of mother. Defence
dently the saying that ‘‘self-praise goes burned a bill In offset The case was t led in April
but little ways." does not always hold la-t, with a verdict for deft. If went to the law
good. In this particular case it lias gone ■onrt. and the present. Is the second trial. Verdict
•*
A: Greer tor plff.
Williamson
I for deft. Wall;"
from Boston to
io

Belfast.

recover

.*125 f**r

for deli.

Win. Gii

in
project has ; M"nl\ille. An i. .ion to recover $300 which the
been revived.
The Calais Times pub- 1 plff.. as cnlleep*. of taxes for the town In 1875 70,
claim-' t<> ha> <.* o\ crpaid the deft, treasurer of game
lishes the following call tor a conference
f"'vn. and f<»r wliich he holds a receipt. Among
All tlie towns of Washington .tn,l ilairvncfc
thcr ren-ipT: from loft., plff. hold* two for $300
Counties. having an interest in the Hangar ana
ea h. one dated <> t. go, and the other Oct. 20, 1*75,
Calais Shore Line Railroad project, are re
-m l
to send representative men to attend an important
only one of which is credited ou fh** treasurer's
eonfervne. lo be held at Cherry iield on Friday,
book'.
Tiic defence is—money not received, and
January Jtih A gentleman, having fnl! power to intimated that one receipt might he raised from a
speak for an association of capitalists, will ho smaller amount. Verdict for
plff. for $300 anti !u
present and submit to the meeting a hirer i: prop
tcre*r.
KnowltonA Knnvrlton f^rplff Thompson
osition for building the entire read
A Diiutot: for (left.
went

Tlie Shore Line Railroad

Ward Ma>on.

wj

The
was a

Waldoboro News, whose editor
member of the 20th Maine regi-

ment, says
The Belfast Journal is publishing a seif s ot ar
tides entitled "Sketches of Army Lite," which
give a description of the movements of a Maine
regiment which can be none other that: the Twentieth, and we conjecture are written by Rev
Theodore (Jerrish of Bticksport, who was i, mem
her of that regiment

,vi<

we,

Parties live

» fy.

g

imuc-'

I..

-M •ore, of Monlvilie. This is a liorao case, Farties
! -wrapped horses, the plff. claiming that the deft,
j guarantee'! the sound ness of the animal. The horse
:j"t

proving good, plflf. seeks

to recover

damages

I R-fcncK

doulcs. ■■ A short horse is quickly
curried,”
Rndin legs than Are minutes the
jury returned a
verdic, for deft. Wallace for plff.
Thompson A
Dunton for deft.
"

,J-

Mcf.ellau vs. Mrs.
II. Whittaker, of Bel
bull to recover for professional services.
Till, vv ho is a lawyer, puls in a hill of
$-1 for sertiov. Long ol Massachusetts, ts indignant over
\!■ cs In a tminer suit. Deft.,
the non enforcement of the license law, ami favors
says she made an
agio .... ui with plff for *1.,, and for
special policy for the enforcement of the law.
money receivI >'d and w,,rk performed by her sou he has already
Thought it was only the
had over *10. Verdict for deft. W. Knowlton for
laws that were not enforced. The system
pill Wallace for deft.
Mrs. Deborah W. Lincoln,
that was to coniine the sale of liquors to
Belfast, vs. Inhabitants of Mockion. Action to recover
licensed dealers, seems to have
SI,000 and inopened terest loaned lie; town. In 1S76
77-78, C. C. Kolierts
tho wav to those who sell without leave
was chairman of the hoard of
selectmen of Stockor license.
ton, and hired numerous snms of
money, among
others from the plff.
The defence was that the
Add Inch, two indictments for nuisance and
was
not
used for town purposes, and that
money
tippling shop; pleaded guilty and fined *100 and the Chairman of the. hoard of selectmen had no
costs in each case ; committed
to
hire
Portland
right
Co
|
irt
money without authority from the
Mr. Hubert.- testified that the
town
Report.
money was
used in taking up a note held by a Mrs. Griffin
from
The offender is evidently one of those
Ibo town. The verdict was for the
plff. iu the fob
lovwug words—”! he jury And that the
ohto
money
whom if you give Ann Inch tabled ot the pill, and lor which
persons
the order declared
on was given, was used by C. C. Huberts
will
to
take
an
ell.
the
pav
they
order previously given to Mrs. Griffin.” Tho'c-ise
goes to the law court There are other cases against
The
Hie town where the same questions are
League is wagjno- I and
Involved
by an agreement the parties are to abide the
war on tin* Standard Oil
vcvdict in the above case, bugler for
Company. If I Williamson
plff. Gould,
ami Robinson for (lefts
this company is responsible for the
°poor
Pitcher. Parties live
r Actionvt
H-in
Ueltasl.
to recover *1,000 for
stull' generally sold as kerosene,
alleged
every damages sustained iu falling through
a hole In the
house keeper will enlist for the war.
upper steamboat wharf. Plff. u captain of seh 8
•J. Gilmore, and in July last,
brought a load of coai
In hauling Into deft.’s
lor delt.
Not !onf> since, a party of drank™ rowdies
wharf, the
jn a
tell Into a hole In that part of the wharf not in plff.
use
country town, broke a pane of class in several and now owned by Carter A Co.
Defence-not
shop windows, knocked a man down, and frighten- liable, as deft, neither owned the
or or
property
ed a woman into hysterics: anti the local
dei-evi plff. there. The Judge ruled that deft, was
paper ;
styles their performance, “unseemly hilarity " not lab e. I lie case was entered neither party, and
no furth.-r action for same cause.
[Richmond Bee.
Thompson A
Dunton for plff.
Harriman A Harriman for deft.
That sounds like the Prog.
I he juries were discharged Wednesday
Age.
morning.
Court adjourned Wednesday afternoon.
j
The New York Herald takes the New
DIVORCES.
< ora A. Bragg from Win. A.
York Tribune and
Bragg. Lincolnville.
to
Lucy C. Roberts from Levi Roberts. Monroe
Annie G. W est from W alter H. West. Belfast.
task for
the President.
Kaiie Mason from Charles M. Mason. Sears
port
Km in a J. Collins from Geo. w\ Collins. Belfast!
The Richmond Whig is in its 59th
Alonzo II. Harriman from Fannie A. Harriman
year, Frankfort parties.
but shows no marks of age. It is conFrancis G. French from Nettie 1*. French J Inparties.
ducted by editor Elam with a good deal colnvllle
Nettie Burgess from John N. Burgess. Belfast
of elan
parlies. Care and custody of minor child given to

prohibitory

Auti-.Monopoly

'VG.Hr

hectoring

Harper’s Weekly

|

disagreement

; severe on

|

N i!»-

»rtuut event m

nmstare-es.

ir--m
with fourteen verdicts. Two eases were tak
the jury to the law court. There has not \ ef been a

giving a bird * eye view of the
ie
the Advertising agent, has also
'tee! engraved calendar showing |

e-igrav a*.

fiio-

win, notwith-tandingadverse cin

.Judge Walton, presiding justice ;.i the recent
term of court in this city, accomplished more work
lip to Saturday night, than ha- before been done in
In nine da>> sixteen cas-e- wen trie 1
our courts.

has died out, there
desire tor calendars, and the
mpa lies vie " ith each other as to who
.-* lines; spe. imeus of art, for
specimen*
»•

ot art

slow proee.-s at best. mnot be began
soon.
Congress should authorize laying

language, delicacy, sensibility,

will

wholesome

tnelu le among others Miss
Gt gie P.wvan and Mr Lewis Masson. It will bo
too
* i>
v.- •!
;li gran.' wenic effect*, choruses, and

and

rents, and the little children who assembled
were rnueh amused. A boy possessed of such pluck
live

blame should be

to

are

the beautiful.

small boy in this city, a pupil in the High
school, last week gave two panoramic exhibitions
the necessary funds to
at his house iu order to rai
procure school ln>oks. The admi->i »n priee. was
A

b-wson tor others

ed ordnance, are what this country needs
also, and the work of building a navy, a

earn

awed into slhuico by the power

■

be ?-iko:i

.•ulneivihlo. and wliicli

should

■

f
-Tilt n.horrible one on the Hud
River ft c.iros.l and this time it is the fault of
negligent btaketiiHr. Surely some means should

»

s nail,
unweildy and slow.
carrying the latest improv-

they

ilm-.
brought out w«« one driven by Will Holm
trading the prevailing c-thetie rage. A huge oldfashioned sleigh, painted red, was -ef upon yellow
runners, the back decorated with n pair of huge
flaming sun-flowers. Even the yelling boy- were

s-.;i

swift cruisers,

commission

Among the vehicles which the recent sleighing

could buy :i whole suit
d diars- cheaper than

looked

publh

t

u

u m

cl

The
>

a

:ii

f-

::\ s

■

costly iron-clad ships ate
timely suggestions f,»

experimental

hd

ho »:k*j

Ti :■

These are

made of late in

■

time

H;

..

:u

g ang o.»ki*d
w'nde and

who agree that England needs small,
swilt cruisers for her navy, one of whom
failures.

the

■

the

r

■

.1.111

e.-vini.ite

m

■

8* '•)

The British mercantile marine
sists now -it t‘-n and a quarter million tons, four
ind a ha t being steam and live and three quarters
The whole of the foreign tonuuge
sailing
amounts to eleven and a half million tons, of
vhieh two and a half mdlious are sto.t-'j an nine
millions sailing, showing very clearly the m- -ssi
ty, as well as the opportunity, tor procuring fast
going enns.-rs for the detenec of our inert antilimurine, and the necessity will he emi'i.asiued by
'lie fact that the agents of the French. German,
and Kussian Governments are following in the
footsteps of tho \diniralty. and collec ting in. irma
don as to where ships are to he bought in tins
country that may be turnsi to aceotin' us ia g
mg cruisers, arm red, with coal in vat; r-light
compartments, and aimed with long range guns
<11

Dow, ot the 1st divi
Sprague
Mayor Hamlin, oi Bangor. While it j
b*

Clarence O. Poor, who now has a line stock of
singing birds, has placed in hi- -tore a large cage or
aviary for their accommodation.

Mr. C. J. Hall has put on a small crew of stone
and has begun operations at his stone shed
in the rear of the foundry building. A blacksmith
is also at work there.

Mr. George It. Sleeper, county treasurer, fell on
the sidewalk of Church -treet, one day last week.
•Hiking violently on the back of his head. The
concussion brought on illness, and lie has since
been routined to the house, but is getting better.

cutters

Seb. Mazurka, of this city, owned by Daniel Lane
and others, has been sold to Capt. Wooster and
others of Kookport
The schooner is 02 tons, built
in this city in 1S52, for a fishing vessel and was a

Mrs. Ann, widow of the late Kx-Gov. Crosby of
oify, fell on Thursday of last week, dislocating
her hip. She is at her daughter’s, Mrs. John W.
Hitchcock, In Boston. In coming down stairs she
made a rnis-tep and fell. The lady Is about TO year
old.
this

those days.

in

called to the card of John Atwood &
Boston, Commission merchants and dealers lu
hay. p taloes Ate. Mr. Atwood is a Waldo couuty
man, has a good business reputation, and eastern
Attention is

Co

Petty thieves are active about our streets stealing
from teams. On Wednesday one man lost an over
coat and another, a Mr. Whitcomb, lost a keg of to
bacco. The latter belonged to the Belfast Grange
•tore.
Several tramps were afterwards arrested
and doubtless the culprits are among them.

George W. Burkett iu an extra half column enuprice* of his goods which are far below the
ordinary retail price. Now Is the time to purchase
dry goods. He also offers for sale his tine re-1 deuce,
horse, &«-.... K. I. Bean, of sear-mom, is selling
goods at auction. Bean is determined to get rid of
his stock and offers excellent bargain-*.
merates

srm

k

«

Thais

rut;

ry

Charles

Mr-

pouring water from the tea-kettle Into flu* tea
pot, when the ball «>f the tlr-f named vessel broke,
the water escaping ou to the hot stove. The steam
badlv -‘ Hided tier face and injured one eye
of

Lesan, of

meeting of the directors of the Maine Geu
Dr. Leu lPendleton was transferred from the medeai
-raff to the vacancy on the surgical staff -qinsed by
the death of William Warren Greene. The man)
friend- of Dr. P. In this vicinity are pleaded
At

the

jury.

of the

law

The

Judg**i-

onctimes

ver-.

Mr. H. L. Woodcock leave- c. d.c no Boston
where he will remain for two months.
He ha.taken

a

studio in the

studio Building ami

-ill

study

Wright in crayon drawing ami w :ra
Mr. J. Appleton Brow n In lands' ape painting, both
noted artistrt in their respective lines. Mr. Wood

! with Mr. F. E.

...

.The

know that hi-

will be

‘.u 1 It

their

iie.an .four na;
At tie

B

\ J. Donnell; L
H. L. Frdi.v k
T.
G. W. Mors**, Chap.. L. B.
Thomas. A.
Abu se T., \ Marriner; Sec., O. (’. Carnmet; G. K.,
K. B Clement; I*., Helen \. Jordan; F., Hannah
F.llen I>. Hunt; L. A s., Mrs. \\ s
Mexander, (
< horister, W s. Hunt; Librarian, \ugti.-t>
Hum
Lamb.... Past Ma ster I>. II. Thing -ays that theii.
tere-r in the Order of Patrons throughout the

ice through which hang his four line-.
About
pounds per man is an average day’s catch.

came

ten

SettleL*. Allcases pending between Mrs. Mary
U. Castle, W. W. ( astle and the Bdfa.-t Foundry
company have been settled to the satisfaction of all
parties. This does not include a claim by Mrs. FIlen Castle, of this city, who recovered Judgment

against

the company in

a

Mary

former action. Mr-

H. Castle and her daughter, of ( Icveland, have been
in tlds city for some time arranging the •• matter-.
The settlement is most gratifying, not only to the
parties directly interested, bur to the public goner
ally. This valuable, property has been for a 1 *ng
time iu litigation. For a number of year-, b- doors
were closed, until it depreciated more than one-half
It is to be hoped that Mr-. Ellen < a.-tlein value.

disposed of that the pre-cut pro
priefors may develop the property.

claim

maybe

so

The Waferville Mail of the 13th has the i d!-w ing
to say concerning well known people in fhi «dty
The Failure family of three sons— Ysaand Daniel
of Belfast, and George of Kaxourv, M tss., and
three daughters—Mrs. Bacon, Mrs. Wheeler and
Mrs. (Jrooker, of Watervilie—an unbroken band for
many years, lo-t one of its menu-er- Sunday morn
ing last by tln^ death of Mrs. Jane Bacon, at her
residence on Mlver street, at the ripe age of 74
—

She was the oldest of the family—a very
energetic woman,alwuyscheerful and hopeful, and
highly esteemed by all who knew her. Her husband, Kben F. Bacon, Esq., was a well known Dem
oeratic politician of his day, and was sheriff of
years.

Kennebec County at the time of his death in OctoHer brothers Asa and Daniel were
ber, 1*41.
present at the funeral on Wednesday, but Georg'was

uuable to

come

on

account of poor

health.

Mrs. Bacon leaves four daughter- and one son—
Caroline Palmer, of Massachusetts, Emily Bock of
California, Mary and Evelyn, and Charle- at home,
nil present at tie* funeral but Mrs. Buck.
Wills.

The following will*

were

Hied at the

January term of tie Probate ( mrt iu t.hi- by
Georges Crowell, late of Winterport, bequeaths to
his wife Mary S. Crowell, all hi- pr-pjrty. both
real and personal
K/.ra Manter, late of Winterport, bequeaths t" hi- wife Maria B. Manter. all his
property, real and personal-Yinhroe Hall, late
> hiof Flncolnville. gives
fdster, Abbi* B. Fro
hock, the j-tore and ell and lot d land on which
they stand at French’s Beach. she i-also to have
all the remainder of his estate, real, personal and
mixed after paving out of the estate the following—
■

—

—

To his sister, Grace Hall, of Boston, *300; to his
sister, Irene Millard, of Newton, Mass.. *300; to his
sister, Harriet ltobinson, of Boston. *300 u> his
sister, M iry Severn-, of Woburn, Mass., *:*,ih): to
his brother’s wife Levity Hall, *l.'*o.
Good Templak Note*.
no loading soeietv iu
Maine and in the world for the forwarding of the
cause of Temperance is the Order of lined ['em
plars, which in our state alone now numbers nearly
300 Lodges and about twenty thousand members.
The Order originated in New York iu H.M. The G.
L. of Maine was organized in Hv>, and there is now
a Grand Lodge in every State in tin' Union, and the
Order has spread into every civilized country on
the globe. Its principles, in brief, are
A belief
in total abstinence from the use of Intoxicating
liquors as a beverage by the individual, and prohibillon of its manufacture and sale b\ .State and Nation. its motto is faith, hope and charity ; it'* mission, prevention and reformation; its platform, abstinence and prohibition, to save the fallen and prevent others from

falling through

the

cause

of in

temperance. No discrimination is made on account
of race, color, politics, sect, or rived. The Order is
open to all who desire to labor for the removal of
intemperance from the world. Is there a lodge in
vo ir neighborhood?
If so, Join it; if not, help <>r

ganize one at once and thus give your Influence and
support in favor of this cause and of the right. The
Order is doing a grand and noble work. There are
yet many places in Maine where a Lodge an be
organized and sustained. Write at once tor particulars, to the Secretary, Geo. K Brackett, Belfast,
Me-Rescue Lodge No. 203 of Morrill lately gave
a public, entertainment which passed oft' finely.
The lodge is doing well-Brackett Lodge No. 17
of Jackson, have finished furnishing their new hall,
by adding the settees.Mt. Waldo Lodge at
Winterport, is in a low condition. Work 1* needed
there-The annual session of the Grand Lodge of
Maine will be held at Augusta about the middle of
April....A History of the Order has just been
printed —The Juvenile Templars are the childrens
branch of the Order and are under the Immediate
control of the G. I.. There are some HO temples in
Maine with a membership of about five thousand.
There should Ikj a temple iu Belfast-Searsport
Lodge gave a reception to the G. W. C. Templar
last week, making a very pleasant occasion...Webb River Lodge, No. 59, at Carthage, and Han
cock Lodge at Swans Island, are two new lodges,
instituted last week. ...A delegation from Belfast.
Lodge visited Greenwood Lodge at the Head of the
Tide last Saturday evening and report thorn doing
finely—Chas. Baker Lodge, No. 34, at Saturday
Cove, Northport, had a clam chowder l'or Invited
friends after the session Tuesday evening of this
week. They have added eight members during two
weeks_The Grand Council will hold a session at

Wednesday, 25th lust-A movement
Also at
a lodge at So. Belmont.
Searsmout village-Montery Lodge of W. Lin
coinville will have a public entertainment, next
Saturday evening
Augusta

Is

on

next

foot to start

to-day on
Fargo,

visit to friend-.

a

Dakota

ISSOJLXr.N^

(lOl’Rj.

before flu

now.

hi* home

leading

The

c

for legal sun-ion and would ,»• me ©f twenty
Mr. Has*
-upplVBs the lijjtier rralli in till- * i!
well euough to talk, but we -h*m!J
thought a v.
to scmetldn- besides.
IE* would be one of the
wa*

-hilling
!•

\

each

homiin-ou, "haw Hamm
F. Band.
Pr< >f >•! d-ht
.f Adalbert ( handler
.!.;-t
1

A

filed.

Also

o
■

o:

sche lu!
of creditor* filed of Kh.iae
Freedom.\ -pedal hearing of the credit
of Kben L. Thompson, of fnitv. was bold «n.

the

same

vollim\

Liipt

e-.
-an

>:

an

we

i\

1

good d

What
would

b

»e*

fh*

the

business

rum

richer

were

all

it.

harbor

He favored the raising of
uouey to pro lire speaker*. Mr L. Dow thought
if the men were as determine 1 a* the women
something would be lone. 11.• did not favor tin-

spending-.M money
lo the

tor

seller*

speaker-

‘What

and -\i!

say. *0 long a
we let them alone." Mr* W H Burrill
agr--‘l wtn
dr-. Dow and oppose ! the engaging *'f *p ikera
She H.aid we all know enough about tin- evil- of in.
t \\
temperance. >he favored Immediate .‘wl! .0
A ilkiris agreed with the w orn u
He would be one

—

and John

le*-

BelfarU

thrown into the

attorney to Hiram Knmvlton f.- repre- *nt ti e fol
lowing named llrm- and person- tile.! Bi> e, Yu.-, i,
A l o.. Woodman. True A t 'o
Wagg, K::-ri \
(
Twitcheil, Chapman A Co.,.fone.-, M D die* A

only

cvl! that exist-

idle and hear the p«>

urf

ing on same appointed for February l»Uh. ivxt.
Certificate of discharge issued t*> Miltou ( ofUu,
Thorndike
John A. Vaudeet-, l’nity Proof oi
debt of Ja:nc- Libby, Jr., Dan 1 Harmon, and Fre
H. Hunt, filed.
Warrant with li-t of w!. mu,
schedule of creditor- returned and tie* 1 Letter* oi

ousen*

greatest

fell t"ward- the rum.selU-1 as she did to the mur
b-rer. sic made an earnest and fueling speech.
Mr. Ho*.*-aid we find apathy where wc expect Ll -i.k t r interest
If rum wa- banished would lb#
try be the poorer? V\ mid the merchant trade one

*•

Carney,

>he heard

the

a

helpless rymg t a
! -t ip. Cud will hold ti- responhln'.c for it. sfi,
earnestly implored the men b> do their duty. Mr
A'-.o-rer Parlo r stud many were igninglh pledge
in Bang -r. * ut the rum shop* are still open
si.e

.Proof of de:.-t *f Ta.\ lor A Mitchell ngalmt
Nelson \. Kacklifle, L'nity, tiled. A:t• t> *-!ti-*
ot t'rosby F
Howe to debt or'* discharge, and hea

Mratton. (

lions.

! main

l’nity

A

1 tie*

*ai

j

the chairman. Mr*. Cyril.* Paffer*o
im-ctmgs did not come up f her * % ■:

with

twentv

slgnee’-account of Lewis S\ Pcndiet »u ih.-.i
( ertiiicate of discharge issued to ims* W.(
k-

...

:

.,

Ousinc--.
—

of the

to

Mr. Perry i- lo

of this

meeting

-eripture le*» n. Mr i.e- E Bi o kcn.
standing committee, rep >rted that it had
>een de< i«led to continue a* before the .Sunday af
ii'i'ii.>un meeting-, at the different churches, and r■■
i'ai*e imc.no t>* procure speaker* from abroad.
Che chairman. Mr. Tli'mp-on. announced that he

The miniu_

tallowing

term

eo

the 20th In-'

from the

Territory.

January

The

t:u .-.truing-

temperin' e -oeicly :n the restrv *f the B i{*
list OiTir-i. bi-t Sunday afternoon wa- eery fullv
ittended. many *t;tn ling, being unable to proem
seat-. An interest Is being awakened. The pastm
1 r. T u ft t|s

districts of Colorada and New Mexico will be vi.-lt
el ...Mr {.. A. Perry and family arrived in Belfast

was declared, from
payable ...n and after

rKMPLKANv'L Mlkiino.

pleasaut season with hi-friends in thUrity. ..Mr
Samuel \ Howes is now in Boston. On ^uturda.
Dr. t*. 1*. Lombard will join hitn, when the two wii.

catedat

vein

uen-

this city on a short, vacation, caused by the burning. at Portland, of the house which he represents.
-‘duo. K Brackett, ot this city, is now at Auguste attending the annual .*e.--lbii of He >tnte Boar.
«•; Agriculture whielt meets at the State 11 me?.
Mr. W. ('. Thompson, former!;.- of this lty, h
rceully made his friends a visit. Mr. t i- .am

only keeps the Usher warm, but supplies him with
hot coffee for dinner.
A seat is arranged alongside
the stove, while at His feet is a yawning hole in the

per cer.t.

the past

in

pleasure trip.

"wan. \-a A.

of

I»

on a

um years.

o\,y

e-ii.ial

Howe-, Nathan V. Houston, ( ha!lnzeltin*.\ ud John H Q nimby, were elect
itirtvfors, the latter to fill the vacancy
n-ed b
t ne dec a-e of William (b Poor— the onlv
.•hang'- ii
the Board for more than ten ear*4
The Board or
gunized by tin* re-election of William II >wan apresident, John H. (Quiinny 'dark and treasure!.
ml Mbion K Pleree, **'aperitif endenc A dividend

HuntjO.,

start for the west

from

B.

un
employ of "argent A Co., New York, omlargest hardware iealer- in the count n. Mr.
Cock had decide 1 artistic talents will h tile course
ependrt half of his time in New \ «>rk the romaindei
of instruction he 1-about entering upon will ten l |
Ion the road-Dr. Dana, of Portland, wa- pr
to develop.
Belfast on Monday. ..('apt
le-sionally ailed
Smelt Fishing.
Tne advance guard ».f the
F. D Herriman left Belfast on Monday for New
smell lishers have pitched their canvas tents on the
York where lie will take pas-age for his home l>
ice, above the upper bridge and entice the silvery Liverpool, on the-«th. The captain passed a verfish up through holes cut in the Ice. »>u Saturday
there were eleven tents, eight single and three
double ones. A few fishermen were upon the ice
without shelter. The smelt. Usher believe-, in comfort. Kuch tent is supplied with a .-tovo which not

an

at thi

the Belt us? (la- Luh.
meeting
Company, Monday Jnuuar\ lGth, Messrs. William

Grange, Waldo, has high hopeprosperous neason— Mystic Grange Belmont,
has cieded officer-1 for lv*2 as followM
M. B.

i-;,t

company and rre.dte

new

Mr. Perry is right, for p> -pie thi- w.av d > hn-oWe has
get hold of a good thing
on our li.-t who have taken the Hepub

Silver Harvest

hopeful than

the

»o

“when the)
sUb-criber-

a

more

k

-ro-

L. w.i- stated recently in the.-e .-.-outline* !!*.»< Mi
L. <». Hi« umond of Morrisville, Vr had fak.iii Tr:
I -ton Journal for thirty-three consecutive yeardr. \ Perry of Belfast, Maine, write- us as foil s\
“Folks down thi.- way when they get hold of a g.*<«
'king like to hold on to It. i commenced taking l'b
Journal in islb, v, hen Captain >leep.*r wfl- th<- ed.
ter. and am -till taking it
period of forte
years.” f Boston Journal.

In tie

Tilt Gua.voes. Belrnonr Grange ha- taken in
forte -i\ muiiiK'is in the la-t ytarand 1- pr>>-; a
ii
ing finely.... Monroe Grange start-' trie new
with goo i prospects.... Brooks Grange!.- looking
lor large accessions to it- membership thi- winter

-dr. \V. I,. Littlefield

ol t

-/an. 1st

—

looked

la-t

We learn that stork holder- in th

equal number of -hares In The new company,
option of -ai l -forkholder- for thirtr lav-

‘•

never

made

•ompany are entitled to receive for their s?«w»k *'
per share, or can pay m4.'» per share and surr.*ml«"-

and

i ersonal.

Portland.

in

wa®

■

poratlon.

Baptist church will be delivered next Friday evening by K*v. H. W Tilden, of Yugu-ta. subject
\ Trip to Chammini."
Admission 2d cent-*
Quarterly meeting next .sabbath at t.e* M K. churd
Lov«- Feast at a. Jo \ si. .s,>rmoii b; B*-v Mr
Haley at 2.r, i*. m.. follow ,• 1 >o -vr:-:-.. m of the
Lord’s Supper.

country

Mention

selling of the -to k in Portland, Ban
gor and M ediias steamboat company, f>» a new *u

'subject of evening .servb-e,
AgnostieDm; Power, Wisdom,
Love.''-The first lecture in the enur.-c at the

of

appreciated

are

Nor*:-.

week of the

presence of rhr',-t.'

“Ghri-Jianiry

ahilites

stk\\fboat

-uoject of Bev. Mr. Boss' -*'inda> momiu-;
at the North chun h

a

Hospital held Saturday afternoon,

ernl

-•

sermon

Norton, of this city, me. with quite
°» Friday.
Sho was In the act

Samuel

serious aoideut

a

■

«

work them

II

Lieut

vs

1

-rued

vV..
o
1
UUI
1 v, 1

represented by

is safe to
say that they will ;
rge sum The 'Tigers' are entitled I
the Franklin House has leased the Wi dt an Drove
f r the excellent manner in which
tf c o u
House, Northport. He pays a larger ivn. d than
evt .yv detail vas carried out
the retiring landlord, Mr. Brown, was willing t>>
i»
.<♦ tall there has been lively corape
pay. Mr. Brown will remove to Wat end lie.
titi--:
he retail clo’hing dealers of Bos
ui
Mr. A. II. Kelley, principal of the Belfast High
b
’!:
; ''■ ■r man reaping a great benefit thereby'
school, improves every opportunity l<> inform himD
i! that one
tir- leading houses paid
self In his profession. He spent his recent neathm
*•'. M per week for
•i*
advertising in the iu t he Boston .-»*h.>oln, at times supplying the put vs
fh *y frequently had a whole page
of absent teacher'!, and has gained man;, valuable
daily pci
; .'.'ci; :*« M-iii :n
the Herald, which alone costs' point- which he will introduce luto hi- own -<hooi.
r.

a large number ot others are h-dtdcig at the
present time in accordance with ttie same rides,
and it is anticipated that the •Vduiir.ihy will at
ail early date secure the use ol the majority of
There is at present
them it) ease of necessity
irmameut for .10 vessels ready lrr shipment at :l
hours’ notice—an arnianeni consisting ot-.-, lit
pounders and four ill's, or ten guns, with me:: to

1.
L

was

Steamer May Queen on .Monday, brought across
the bay from Brooksvllle, four tons of -melts, which
were forwarded to Bo-ton.

Winterport, while attempting to pass over the rail
road « r«)s-dng near flic low-r bridge in this city, on
Mr. J. W. Rnowlton, of this city, wie presented
Fuesday afternoon, was -truck hv the moving train.
on Sunday, with a very nice chair, the gift of the
When he approached the crossing the engine and
l nlversailst Sabbath school.
Mr. Knowlbm has,
tender, which were up the track, wen* backing at «
for a number of years, been the popular and sue
moderate rate toward tin* depot. The ringing of
cessful superintendent.
the engine bell frightened Mr. Le**an'- hor-c, wish'd]
The Rockland papers of last week said ilm: Mr. !
was a spirited one. and thcauluial dashed forward
Will A. Hill has not recovered from the injuri* re
Mr. Lesim saw hU danger but made a desperate el
reived in the Boston
Maim Railroad dl-a-der
fort to cross over before the engine got along.
sufficiently to enable him to return t<* buMne--. but
File horse passed ou r <afelv but the tender struck
t.lu* wounds are now healing rapidly*
Mr. I.'.- jumper, demoli-hing it and throwing him
Bank Uffi« fus. The iollowing officer'* wer
several feet. He alighted on his head intlh-ting a.
last week elected for the Belfast National Bank
bad scalp wound but causing io serious injury
John (j. Brooks, Augustus Perry, Dauit-i Fuunre,
( Hl'KCJJ Nul'K'.
\
.onminee flam ill*- m. an
and Chas. 15. Hazeltiue, directors ; John G. Bn> -Us,
gelicalclni 'dies in thiscitv ha-, been appoint* d and
president, and A. II. Bradbury, cashier.
will meet Saturday evening, to eon.-dder the mattei
The Bangor Whig learns that. Laudiud Clia
of
of "i gani/.lns. a ^ uung Men' Christian A
»• -i:i! i«>i-

the preset tune, it

and

rt
II'

Charles A. Mureh U‘gan ice cutting at
Pierce’s pond on Monday. The ice is about ouo
foot in thickness. The first lot will be put on board
sch. Maud Briggs, now at the wharf, and shipped
to Curacoa.

Lieut

-IMe

is

English paper we read that,
It is satisfactory to ku-i v tiiui tin kdmiralty
lias at present a list of upwaids ot jiM ships, all ot
which have complied with the conditions ot the
as

<i

s;

of very swift, strongly armed and comparatively small cruiser.'." In another

far

Maine

Long a:. 1
11 M

<

continues this writer, “it would
be in alt respects better to possess a licet

so

Mr.

worn hv tin*gentlemen
simply too elegant j
anything. the music divine, the supper was !
n. -A up;.di/mg,
and the multitude admirably
s
v
.1. There ! gu-.i^ that will do for adjectives. 1
All (i." dignitune* were present, including Gov.

“Surely"

department,

|
|
prefer j

for

will prove
of lutild

enormous

1 think 1 should

city.

O. O. F. The following are the elective officers
of Wuldo Lodge, in this city, for the current term
1. U. Kstes, NT. G.; C. H. Howard, V. (». ; I. If. liar
W. F. Thomas,
mon, R. 8.; W. C. Tuttle, 1\ v
Treasurer.

uniforms

fear that the groat iron-clad Indexible,
which cost about >> 1,000,OHO, and took

mg any

mill

cotton

a

of

1.

line** the -pace I have at my
disposal, to begin to
describe every feature
Let it suffice to say that
worn by the ladies were
th. cosum>*
superb, the

A correspondent of
any definite time."
the London Times, who expresses tin

nearly eight year.-to get afloat,
a failure, doubts the- policy

this

Boston Light Infantry las; week was amostdecid
ed success by far the most successful affair of tho
kind ever given m this city
h would take five

questioned,
oue name a Hying

ask, Can any

in

day

case

Dr. Pond is the father of Mrs. Wooster Parker, of

the singing and dancing ir J was a child
The grand ball given under the auspices of the

If this statement should lie

a

The

a

all

ocean

we would

damaged considerably, Sunday, by colliding
pier on the East ltivor, New York, and was
towed to Red Hook for repairs.
was

with

put their foot in it in this case, as they do
great many, for l cannot see why it is any
worse for a child of her age to
sing and dance for
a couple of hours a day. than fora child to
drudge

the extemporized mail steamers of foreign nations.
the

Schooner P. Ilazeltine, of Belfast, coal laden,

His age

Wednesday morning was very cold, the thermomregistering thirteen degrees below zero.

eter

No. •» engine company of this city, will give their
annual levee and ball on Thursday evening Feb. 2
as will be seen by their advertisement.
More will
be sai'l hereafter.

people having business in his line will do well to
give tilin a call.

iii

to hunt from

The officers of Phomix Lodge F. A. M. of this
j city, will be publicly installed on Monday evening
i the 30th insf.

The Boston and Bangor express make* but two
w eck—Monday# and Thursday-.

trips per

The Belfast Choral society is making rapid improvement in mti9ic and will soon present an entertainment with soloists from abroad.

fuss in New York, will appear at the Globe Then
ter in this city during the coming week, but at
matinees only
The above mentioned society
rath*

Lennox, by pointing out a weak
place in England’s naval force. He says :
“At this moment, when England is in the
zenith of her power, there are no ships
amongst that long roll of meu-of-war lit

hour in

an

The standing temperance committee are requested to meet at the room on High street Monday even
lng at 6.30 o'clock.

clipper

of Lord

to be

Vicinity.

Crockett, the Penobscot River Ex
had offered, the income of which is to be devoted
press Messenger, came up before the Bangor Poto the medical education of women; and at last
lice Court, Saturday, and was nol prossed. The
the dear creatures have gained their long sought I Whig learns that the matter lias been settled.
for object, the admission of women to Harvard.
The Bangor Whig says that the venerable Dr.
Little Corinue. the child actress, over whom the 1 Pond is seriously ill from the effects of a fall re
society with the long name recently made such a ccived last Saturday, at his residence, in Bangor.

found between the two extremes
A writer in the Nautical Magazine, however, in part substantiates the statement

ly

and

Mr. Charles II. Nealley, of Monroe, has been confirmed as Commissioner of Waldo county.

50 years
At the late meeting cf the Harvard Overseers, it
was decided to accept a fund which an individual

lifetime

of tin' noble Lord who uttered itbut

gained

Belfast

Sixty Belfast hoys now residents of Boston, will
give a ball In that city February 14th.

was

and the tirst

absolutely untrue,

vauee

Republican workAnd the Washington

friendship

Navy would

ment is

and affection he had

of

The days have Increased nearly half
length.

many

few months the French

a

timate relations to the

see

last-

delicato and
ing fragrance society belles are'loud ia their praises
of Floroston Cologne

the course of

Cnclo Samuel, who need not fool l.is
money away on iron-el ids, which the ad

of the Baltimore Sun

News

Correspondence
only country in which
Boston', Jan 14 Boston journalism met with
question, “Have we a navy?" is agi- a severe
loss the past week in the death of Delano
tated.
We see by an English paper that
A. Goddard, editor in chief of the Boston Daily
Lord Henry Lennox declared in a recent Advertiser Mr. Goddard was a
graduate of Yale
speech at Chatham that “instead of Eng- College and has spent the entire time sinoa his
land being able to cope with tho combin- graduation in the journalistic profession. He was
ed navies of Europe, it was scarcely able a member of the Legislature in 1862 and 1868, and
had been connected with the Advertiser since 1869
to cope with ttiat of Franco, and that in
His death will be sad news to the
whose

Hayes is to be reorganized, reinvigorated and put in lighting trim, and it: inol'our State."

Boston.

of the Journal.

admits that the

ers

From

Ijelter

Oruieera.

best auxiliaries to success, but which has
been dormant since the inauguration of

reports that President Arthur

L\m.**on, Judge.—A. A. Fletcher, Register.

The

.*,

day, aged

Court.

city

of the

once one

Swift

Small,

for

This is not the

on

of

Disaster.

noon

!

okneiia;

Dreadful

Campaig

Coming

c.

The Maine

j

j

our

distillery*

I

Clerk of <’• *.:t<*- Aridr* e.-g
•_•< Nash.
.;
Lewiston, r-yCuiuberltiud.Jr.hr. T Hull.
«
Portland, rejected; Oxmiu. diaries F WL.tiJiau.

territory,

where l!
and every
was universal before.
Every
brewery has been suppressed. The tratli lingersecretly and on a small scale in some of our large
towns and cities, carried on bv men of the lowo.-t
class in the community. To secure the prompt and
thorough extirpation of these dens of crime and
wickedness some additional legislation 1- deemed
necessary, but perhaps there is more need of a decided expression of public sentiment and renewed
activity among temperance men in tho-e few seetions of the State where the law is now disregarded.
The enemies of our cause are hard at w ork, both
secretly and openly, and unies-. the friends of fern
heartily re-pond to the demands of the hour
there Is danger that we may lose ground. But if
do your duty with one-half the zeal that iwill
you
manifested by the liquor interest, we shall both
make rapid progress in our own State and greatly
encourage the work throughout the whole, country.
There was never more need of a large attendance at
the convention than the present year. Come on the
morning of the tir-t day and -tay tii! the end.
In purchasing 1*. 1L* tickets, call for round trip
tickets, which will 1m* sold at one fare to tho.-e win*
attend the Convention.
R. W. Dunn, Pre-ident.
A. s. Burke, s-eretary.
Tijomas Boyd. Treas.
than three-fourths of

more

x

Saco,

meeting

Sfith,

Biitish trade has shown a marked improvement
during the vear 1881, and the promise of coming
years is said to be remarkable. Pauperism is di-

~

Temperance Convention.

The next annual

iilinoiN thinks that it possesses the largest cow
i in tne world, bhe is seven years old, weighs A,
'KK) pounds and is seventeen and a half'hands high.

....

State

Maine

statement called for in the Ohio Senate sets
the total expenses incurred by that State for the
funeral of the late President at >A7,83t> -u.
A

hN

A1I0NS.

desiring

or

to

Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
date on the colored slip attached to the paper. It
Is the only form of receipt now used. For Instance,
15 May si, means that the. subscription I* paid to
that date. When a new payment is made, the date

Crapo, of Massachusetts, will introduce a
‘mil in the House asking an appropriation of 8-20,000 for an electric light at Hell Gate.

j

:

Administrators, Executors and ».t vkdians
desiring their Probate advertising published in the
Journal, will please to state to the Court.

Mr.

j

authorized agents for the Jour

SUBSCRIBERS remitting money

The Atlanta Exposition building sold for$£»,000
to a company which will establish a cotton factory.
The original cost was >110,000.

I

one.

have the address of papers changed, must state the
Post Office to which the irnper has been sent, as well
as the office to which it is to go.

Of the thirty six members of the Utah Legislathirty two are officers of the Mormon Church
and twenty eight polygamists.

j

full

S. R. Niles, No. 250 Washington St., Boston.
T. C. Evans, Rooms 2, 4 2fc 8, Tremont Temple,
Boston.
S. M. Pettengii.l A Co., 10 State St., Boston, and
37 Park Row, N. Y.
Horace Dodd, 205 Washington sc, Boston.
Gko. P. Rowell & Co., lOfcpruecSt.. New York.
J. H. Bates, 41 Park Row, New York.

ture

a

as a

The following are

nal

The Massachusetts State debt is 83:2,000,00b, and
taxes are high and increasing, as are the expenses
of the State government.

The Ohio Senate have adonted

square charged

Demand

A

tlie

BELFAST, THURSDAY, JANUARY 19,

Generalities.
Gov. Long ot Massachusetts, ia bisauuual
age puts in a plea for woman's suffrage.

The Philadelphia Board lor the Revision of
Taxes has decided that parsonages and other
urch property not an integral
;
part of church
T; e KxerCouncil have re..use to follow 1 edifices a:, not
exempt.
me «tovern-.»r imo his new f.-ud ot
partisan strife
There wut 455 581 foreign arrivals at New York
ii*.* wh.di
have been invited. uud have cod
Mined all liommat'.oi:'- thv, l ave b
presented, n the course of last year, and including all other
where piddle ne< e-s tv reouir
a full board of
ports it is estimated that the volume of immigration will reach 700,000 souls
■oilUte
:nHI,- vone
C
r tb
!.
CUtloi; cf
the law by tbe udivers e-.uteinplated It) the < anMr Charles G Krancklin, owner ot the cottage
stiintloji ,:nd la a s t »
■.••■*:.:.■ sam
It has
at Klberon in which Garfield died, is said to have
Let ’.1 a
.v sf n, v.‘ii t'ie: .nty romiir.s
ve
been
offered a
sum for it by a
government
'a 7--. wile:-- t:;•;*.
are L a
two «iu
pialiried. odi il. hut haslarge
declined to sell ii
mi
: thoffice in
pern nun the d :'u->
egal |
Ii: ii:
-r
Tinm:a.:
-i *. tin in i that
8i>:lev i; ot tin* Ji cities m Massachusetts report
the
Mu- interests sh-'c i ; m
suffer tn ••cisc•a .', s am met of debt at the close of 188]
than at
?iic«»
ot
■j
he c!o*e of 1880, and in most of them there has
any actio-: on Their j an. and ha*.* confirmed the entire list • i «oauty vouiini-sioneis. albeen r< -narked increase in the valuation of taxable
IK-mocrar
:
though * very m i. notnmat*■<!
property.
j-’*:sjon 1st
The few ve- ••••'.<*• that are ret to In- j
of Lie Star route contractors accused of
filled. are temporarily >:ipr> n
with ••the : f of
h; uni arc held in >1500 to$15,000 each
I
Warrants
and there ;s ;..• r..-e-.i ot j o y a» Lou
ii
issued for the arrest of others
( ittty i
The ring is in
Yi
»s( ogg n
He: rj
*
■nsTernation and numbers of the straw bidders
Turner. Turner Cen'-'orlaud R *. Har ling. G« rham
FrankIW. Geo. U (dark, Ncv. Yine-:rd; | have l"ft i*'r Panada.
•
Kennebec. .J M Winn. hintou ; Knox. \ .*■. tu>
The prize of >200 o tiered by H 11. Warner tor
M Jameson \Yarr.*r : Oxford. AY n \ Fr-thing
the best essay on comets has been awarded to
ham. Paris; Penobscot. Thomas ILH-fft. Garland:
Prof Lewis Boss of Dudley Observatory, Albany.
Pi.s.-ataiiuis. Henry Hudson. Guilford. Si gad a hoc.
One hundred and twenty five essays were sent iu.
W'm S Hager, ii chmoud; Waldo. Charh
II
of the best astronomers of the country coin
Neudey. Monro..-^ \Y asi.i-c.gloi;. Ueur) L Watts. many
pot-ng.
Jones;, wt : York L imund S Boody. LnuingTon.
Sheriffs—Andro.sr. .-gin. Rodney F Toss. AuA horrible murder is reported from Alford Mas
burn. rejected
Hancock, Levi B Wyman. Ells- -achusctts. on the New York lino. OscarT. Beck
worth, laid on the table; Somerset Sainin’. A
with, a former coDvict, killed 8. A Yandercook,
Bickford, Skowhegan. <mi: uned
h and attempted to conceal the crime by
ig- d
County Attorneys—Franklin. Enoch 0 Greer.* | cutting up the body and burning it in a stove iu
leaf. Farmington, r* y-eted
York. John S. Ikuby.
| his cabin Beckwith ha« tied, but officers are in
Lit:
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ta.

OVER i'BK SLATE

f ttie

!

rum

care

what

we

twenty to suppress the Traill and w mid show
where tin rum was *.*
He ouM -taud at

them

on Main street yt -i thr »w
stain- over
The matter of raising moneysnap-.
wa- deterred to the next
meeting. 1 no next meet
big will be held at the I'nitnrian church Sunday at'
tern xin. t'.-ginniiu at 'id* o clock.

given place

1

u,

-1

rum

Trass!

assets and

|.K>

are

ors

the week

ID;\L EstAIL

IN

tin- tran-fer-

Five.

.11

real e-lab-

in

idle

lOllowiisg

\\ a] lo

unity lot
ending dan. 17th- Mell-*a E Buekltn,
Hiorn 'Ik*
\\ in. Baleoiri, Pahrm ». V diian Bar
Saturday for the purpose of putting inm info in-...
low, F "• -ed en. !-• Wal r < t.r.e.e, Moorm
verier.
\t. same meeting Wm. (
W
.John
-t<-t. oi
('ar- t
Lincolnville, t.» \ I
and R. s. Fr >ho«k.
Portland, was chosen and tin unfed n--igoee >n
•*»me to-a a
p,
\ 1 irti*. M mroc. to \ S' uud
John A Vandeot-.
v P
Hr.tie.. Br-v.kd «
lur.d-m. Belfast. (
Notes FROM Momanv.
Mr K J. M<*rUon ,r
Y. P. Mm-tield. am* -t ivrr.
Mary n C-istle, (dev<•
rived at Belfast la.-t week, from Montana Territory,
Dud. and W \Y Castle Beifa-t. to Yxel Hay! r *
where he lias made h permanent settlement.
H
A a■
P.elfa-i
Phineas V Clement*. A
W.a!-b
has taken up (540 a«*res **f land, a de-ert claim, in | to Daniel and Almond (
lenient-. -?«n, town Dar.
tlie Judith Basin, on the Judith riwr.50 mile- from
leuvmts, \V aid'', t » da- M iLuler-on, *atne tou u.
the Missouri and 7*n miles from Fort Benton.
Mr.
dames (
I- 1 1 re Drake. amDrake, P-ilerm u
Mori .-on i.- in trade there and intern is to build up
town
Exp.-riem Dodge, M.-shore, J Marx \
a settlement.
There are now located around him
Dodge, -ame town, frank O and Fred Elllngwood,
twelve families. Mr. Morison has named ftie townWinn-rporl, to Fred F. Perkin*, same town. W. »*-.
■>

Meagher comity, Phllbronk. whb t,
mother’s maiden name. The da\ : ton
leaving he received a commission a- postmaster
The Judith basin i* almost barren of tree-and
part of the settler* take up what > called a tre*
claim, that is they must for a certain number of
This
years set out a given number ot forest treeship,
was

which is In

Fry**. Belfast.

his

Laura

i** done to create

mont.tot,
I

(

*n.

by irrigation
f *rd and Clary, Waldo
county boys,

same

ranch

sheep

owns a

miles from Phllbrook. and L wintering 2,'jOO .-hoop. 1 he winter there ha.- b“en a favorable one so far, the coldest weather occurriug in
a

tew

November, when the nvreury went down r go below zero. Mr. MorUon left his business in ir.* o
Ceorge .Stone, another Belfast boy, and will return
in about two monthMrs. Mnrlson was In?.aiding
to return with her husband, but a recent Bine—. ma\
\ number of Belfast and Waldo ..nut;,
prevent.
Nilboys are i:i the vl-dnity of Mr. MorUon.
»

Flora

I

Merino, another newl
established town, not far from Phllbronk. With
the letter she «ends some petrified wood and Indian
relies, found near the Mussltv-hcll river. Sic* D
Blaek writes from

the ranch of Del S
she thus describes

amnions,
an

formerly

city,
place—

of this

ancient Indian burial

We all made ;i vUit recently to Beinbrick rock, ui.
old Indian burial place, wnen* we found bead- aict
paint, ttie rock across the top i- about 30 feet wid
oy 10 long. On one side if rises perpendicularly c
distance, of about 3o feet, and on tin* oppo.-ite oi
rear -ide, one has little
dillieulty in tin ung theii
way to the top, which l- seamed and full »t ereviee
In tti»*-e i-re vices the Indians buried their dead, covering the bodies with small -tones. Nothing iv
mains of them now except the bones, and among
them we found beads that eaiue from
-iV the moc
casins and around their necks
In one cavity \v<
found quite a quantity of red
probably where
an old warrior w as buried.
1 send you a couple o.

paint;

tribes met

tills place amt fougut, and afterwards buried their slain iu ttiix rock. It is situated
n nigh b 1 ufl about seven miles below* our
ranch,
and about two miles from the river,
ft can he seen
bn- miles m all directions. One can drive
team
near

on

close to
tauce of

its

base,

and

jass^BKwawsBja:^

Dyer,

B.

town.

same

U

Hay ford.

da*. E

town

-am*'

liar

(<> 'u-an
ambridg.
Ovt-rl«»ek, Stockton
Hill-, Xorthport, t » -. B. V«*rk. same town.

Mi.-

Hardman, >toekton. to Frank S. IIarrimau,
town.
Frank '. Harriman. s; M.-kt**n
uti*
Harrlinati. *atne town.
Estate David Kcnucv,

Knox, fi» Ann S. E-lndnlster, *ame r**wn
Win
Killman. Prospect,
Margaret S. Mudgeft, *aine
I »wu.
Henry Kuigl.t. ( am I n, 1 Mo*e- RiukluIdn* 'invllle
E-tate itufu* Knight, Idncoliivllle.
1
Evan* P Knight, -am town
Betsey Ki ller, A
il-.. Wald**, to Daniel (dement- A al*, -ame town.
Olivia B. Idttlefl id, Belfast, 1 It (i Littlefield
Vlbcrf

J

V

I.e-an, VVinfi-rp*>rr,
Eliza A Le*ai#
Augustus Moore, s. (
f0 (^ha*. F.

town.

-am"

Wmferporr.

Henry Moore um a!* Ban
Winterport
do-eph
d
Noyes, Lineolncille, to \. P Knight, same
town.
Emil; A Pendleton & al., N rthport.
me*.

gor. to

Charles

E. done*.

F. B. Knowlbm. Belfast.
Andrew N Patters..r.
Belfast, two hit.*, to Frank L. Beeves and to Lilian
Brooks, Belfa-r. F. H. I*.e'kard A al.. 'earsirmnt, ti»
F. Knight, -.nme Love
1
Lizzie A
Partrbige.

to

'tockfon.

to

Pratt, Troy,

BeynoM*.

>arab d
to

E. \

'tapb-s.

-ame

Wingate,

t.v.vn

satn*

i,.*o.

mk;;.

j[

Anior

dames M 'i, »v\. Lin*'-dt)
Ruekliff, l nity,
Sarah R kiiff. -ame
town.
John 'mail, Albion, to Kufns B Ilan*.m,
-ame town.
Daniel 'icvcns A al
*ar*mout, to f
die.

F ilerui■*.

B. B.

Knight, same town Herbert Staples, Salem, t
staples, Stockton. Bar ary Whittaker
Troy, to Atvvoo l Whittaker, same town. Win-lorx
Wi.ittaker, Troy, t*i same. Lucy M Wheldi A al
WInterport., to ('ha*. E. Jonc*, same town Susan
A. Young. Lineoluvilie, t
Dora F-. spau!«ling, -ana-

F

trail J

town.
F

approached

for a di»twenty yards could i»e seen bones and
skulls,-cattered on the ground. There is no road
leading t<» tin* rock, and one unacquainted with this
country would wonder how It could lie reacned In
our drive we rode around bluffs and through cauonwhere we saw numerous antelope, wolves and wlM
cattle, which at our approach would scatter amt
suddenly disappear round the first bluff 1 must
tell you what has just occurred. It may not be very
interesting to you, but I can assure you it was to us
Three Indians came riding at full gallop towards
the cabin. Our hearts were in our mouths. ts tin
saying is; but on nearer approach we saw they were
the friendly Flat Heads. Tuey rode up with a hug.
grin on their countenances, saying “How" !•» Mr
Scammons, which means “H"W do you d«>
They
One
were bareheaded and their hair was flying.
iu
the
looked
fellow
came
and
window,
up
large
I can assure
and as he stood mere he tilled it full.
you it was. anything but a pleasant picture to look
If was just before Christina', and they
upon.
1 wish you could t ake
wanted flour and sugar
look at them. Their long, black hair is braided in
the
back, while the front itwo and four braids at
actually banned—cut to about three inches in length
ami left to fly at will. A string of beads Is worn
around their necks, and ear-rings in their ears.
They had on dark blue flannel shirts, striped and
trimmed with red flannel and bright beads, and
turned away in front, exposing their whole necks,
blankets fastened around their waists ami moccasins on their feet. Oue huudred and Uftv
passed
here about a month ago, and we supposed they had
gone down to the hunting ground, but it seems that
the Crow Indians are down that wav. and as there
is trouble between the two tribes, the Flat Head
dare not go where the Crows now
are. which u
about 10 miles below here on the Musselshell
kw
Uu. past month It ha* been beautiful
tveaMier
N t
a storm since December came iu.
sheen and cam..
as we

A
Hopkiri-. -ame town
Springfield Mas-achu*etts. to

Bellast.ro U \V. F.,h-.
Vina)

forest, In the hopes that it maj
All farmingis now accomplished
Mr. MorUon in company with Clif-

Orman

Oilman,

Frank lit a!. ILdurmi
Su-an B
Huff, Brook*, to
Ylph. II. Hufl. -rime town. s. \\. Hazeitin. 'ear*

a

induce rain fall.

\

H \NKF(U!I

\

I

•*<

i

.1\

iurlHi ling

Mr. anil Mrs J. Hi nrv
iV» i. .in-1 a rno>t ay arable evening was pas>i‘d
riu* MinjKithv of the • •-immunity b with rh* famlh

forty,

at thr rrsliioiii

ui* t

of

>

of Mr .John

-lauyhtvr,
'*

■'

Hopkins

in Hu*

loath of Mi*'* Via. thou

which mvurivil last

Kr--V

years .i,t

I’r

olt, a hay gel.ling,
Ivnos, Uh. hands high, and

Ho

Friday, aged

I'ieiv.- of tilts town has

1*.
a

the

descendant of lien
weighing about WOO
he does not recognize W< •
a

!)
1’teroi* says
foot, ot '..arsport, bv the
.tesertptton of hts colt,
hut he is ready t
respond to the 4100 and several
better if
Mr. ('has. Bridges, formerly
necessary.
o! ltd- town, now
in business in Watervllle, has
t"eu chosen Commander of Heath
Post (f. ,\. t{. ,,t
,.

'V

atervtlle.

Mdnuuk. The singing convention held here
Ian. loth, tinder the direction of Mr. It. p. (
base,
e!
Belfast, and (,. tt. Could of Monroe, wasagrand
success, and was largely attended, both day and
evening. The solos sung by Miss Nickerson, Mrs
Qnimby and others, were very fine_The schools

throughout

town are progressing finely. Hood and
competent teachers have been procured in almost
every district. The school at the Center finished
Saturday and was taught by Mias Ada Colson. Miss
Colson Is one of our best teachers. She Is to finish
out a school In the south part of the town
Mr. J
N
McKenney, having finished gelling out vessel
frames .will go Into Ms woods In Jackson to get out
spruce, cedar, Ac., for his mills_Freeman Richer
and Willard Twombly are buying large lota of new
inllsb cows and beef cattle for Brighton market

Locals.

Soarsport

Libby, of P.elia-t, preaehed

}.

«\-

in the Methodist house last Sunday,

an >n

discourse at the M. E. church next
will in The cost and the value of

the

w.i

most

a

LISCOLNYILI.E. Charles Bryant of this town on
Friday last received a very severegun shot, wound.
In company with Capt. Wm. Dickey of Belfastand
Charles Dickey of Belmont. Mr. Bryant went
gunning near Bald rockjnstbackof the Beach. He
slipped and fell and accidentally discharged his
gun, tho charge entering Just above the right hip
passing downward on the front side. It is th >ught
he will recover
.The Goo 1 Templars will give an
Exhibition on Saturday evening Jan. 21, at Cilley’s
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R. A U. EX. CO’S CARD TO TflE PUBLIC.
W
wish to inform our iriends and the public
that ben \V. ('rockett i- no longer connt'cted with
this coinpany in any manner. Further that we still
do a genera! express business from Han
intend t
gor to Boston and immediate landings, and with f dr
and
strict attenti >11 to business we hope to
dealing
have a share of the public business
Any demand
again t sal l company from Oct. 1. Is8l. to date, will
E (
DaMOKTH & C’O.
be promptly paid.
Bellas!, jam 18. 1*82.
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Buckspurt.

Ladies
men’s

f
:

In EJUworth, Jan. 7th, Mr. Irving Scammons and
Mis? Ygnes B. Phillips, both of Ellsworth.
In Eden, Jan. 1 -1. Mr. Win. L. Warren of Eden,
aud Mi?? Lydia S. Walls of Mt. Desert.

series of

iueetings in Thorndike.... A liltie 'laughter of W ellington Stimp-ou diet!
very suddenly of congestion i.f the lung- last Sunday. T!
a

berea\ed

]> ir*-rit-

have

the

sympathy

of

mar

Pii till? * Ity, Jan. Ith, Mrs. Betsy Bicknell, for*
iie riy of Belmont, aged 88
years, l mouth, li days.
Li (hi?
Ity, Dec. *29ih, Mrs. Laura C., wife of
M ?e«5 I hi.r?ton,aged 50 years, 7 months and 29
days.
At Ids r *.?idenee, near Lockford, San Joaquin Co.,
d., Dec 29th, after a long and painful illness,
O.ive, beloved wife of Chandler It. Montgomery,
and sister of M. V. Whitmore, of San Francisco, a
native of Liucolnville, Me., aged 45
years.

friend-

—

Auswer

This.

Dm you ever Know any person t.• be i!i without
inaction of the Stomach. Liver »»r Kidum*. or •; t
1 t Monday and Tuesday
-P.
ton ever know one win* was well when either was
in Danvers, Miss Jan. 16th, William Henry
we. -k and
obstructed or inactive; and did ton ever know <»
f the Interest continues
D irling, aged 49 years, only son of the* late Alfred
hear of any case of the kind that Hop. Hitters
b< in-id through the week_
Dennis and Harriet Upton Darling of Buckspurt,
would not cure l Ask your neighL* r Miis same j
iking advantage of the good sleighing
question
J<
In West
”•
'VO" 11'» market ...A telegram w.u reWinterport, Dec. 22d, George S. Crowell,
aged 32 years and 8 months.
M »u•:
m a .J ones
Some men are born poor, others achieve pnv.*rt\.
Knights, son of the late
In Burnham, Jan. 7th, of Inflammation of the
VjK-light- hat iie.il in Florida, whither he and a legion more start newspaper*, and live on bowels, Sherman, son of John aud Sarah Savward,
; eord wo d and promisi *
aged 17 year? and 21 days,
!<>?• n:-.health. The news was
unexpected
Li L"i*kford, California, Dec. 29th, Olive Mont'do.re<-‘-n:’v that he wa- improving.
1’he Phiiadelpiii Kasy H* >m mentions Mr. .1 A.
gomery, wife of Chandler R. Montgomery and
of John Whitmore of Camden, Me., aged
«
daughter
Wal’on. t lJl.u N Twelfth street, that eit\, as u
1* '*,s
d’•
remains «»f Mis- Annie Kieker,
4 » year?, 5 moulds and 8 lays.
enthusiastic in I t- r of St Ja mbs Oil lor the it
In
Hope, Jan. 8th, Mrs. Jennie A. Brown, aged 21
ut Mr. Frank Kicker of Waldo, who died
lief and cure of diseases of horses.
year?
--Me v
u her father
>u Wednesday last,
In Appleton, Jan. 10th, Joslah I. Counco, aged 69
‘•No.” said the bank cashier,
i did not need l ie years.
!‘‘
ir village "ii Kri«lay for interment.
'r"ugui t
I wasn't speculating
1 had u«> neces.-i>y
In Thomaston, Jan. ith, Win. A. Studley, aged 54
money
fuiit .il iTU' is took place irom the school
f-T stealing il ; out haug i». I duiu t ward l" u
year?, 8 months and 7 days.
house Friday i*
,vi.
A; the close of the services
In U>eklan<t. Jan. 10th, Lizzie S
called eccentric."
daughter of
-me very beautiful and
Gardner L. and Nancy J. Robinson, aged 13 years,
touching lines <»n the de9 months and J3 days.
The
Louisville
Commercial
cites
the
case
ol
•:ise*! wen* rend v. Mr. O. (. Huzzey. Miss AnIn Ellsworth, Jan. 7th, Lizzie B., child of James
'.apt (.’has N. Corn, of that city, who was eur*d
I‘I
‘'j i
o’ ;
re *:!
uutii about two years siuce,
by 1st Jacobs <»d, after suffering for tears with L. ami Jane Leslie, aged 8 years and 7 months.
.rut-,
f our village. Trie funeral was
rheumatism
j Vork (Neb) Republican.
i trg. > itieudv!
The deceased bad a large circle
SHIP NEWS.
A severe
tr.- Vi- iu ;
earthquake has occurred i;; the :i-t; et
iioolmates who sincerel)' mourn
of K in Tcheou, china
Over *#()people were k 11
POUT OF BELFAST.
f <>ne -o young and amiable. Her disease
cd.
•v
ARRIVED.
-umption ; aged 17 yrs— In the Journal of
L
Jan. 1 »th, ?chr. S. J. Gilmore, Sylvester, Boston.
-.ut;, the writer stated that Mr. I>. Brackett
Annoyance Avoided.
schrs. Fannie A Edith, Warren, New
el disposed of his ve-t
Cray hairs are honorable but their premature ap- York ; 15th,
manufacturing business;
Nathan Clifford, Jones, Boston.
Carter's Hair li.tlsam pr«
having since learned that the statement was pearance is amiowug
SAILED.
vents the annoyance by promptly
•jri
restoring ihc
!••.) !-. would take
this opportunity to correct it.
Jan. 15th, schr. Hattie, Low, Charleston.
youthful color
Mr Brackett
simply moved a portion of his busi18th, schrs. Mazurka, Wooster, Rockport;
Ven odd.” said t!ie compositor.
l.e st< od
J Brook-, for
Mary Eliza, Bullock, Boston.
better convenience to the rallmournfully gazing on a mass of pi : --very odd ;u
’*0 y-t owns
and has personal supervision
deed
Stewed tripe for breakfast and strewed ti pe
the whole buslues..The Futon Sabbath
for dinner
**
rt, which was to have come oil'on New
Living Witnesses.
^
i« eve
uas
unavoidably postponed until last
The huudreds of hearty and Imaltby lookup
"•n lav
-venlng, but \vh-> a very Interesting pnrpr.
men, women aud children. that have been rescind
tf».i iHM.i.
\ long ano very
interesting programme from beds of pain, sickness and well uigh death by
carried
out.
the
children doing full justice
fully
Parker's <linger Tonic ure the best ei ideuces m
to.th excellent training they have received during the world of its sterling merit aud worth. You
-ATwill
liud such iu almost every community.
the past year. Though there were some of the lit
■

1

Forthe Next60 Days.
Dress

are

really deserving

of

especial

inen-

an

present.
The Congregationalist church choir
furnished some very excellent music which was ac-

ceptably interspersed with the other exercises,
before cio^mg some brief remarks were made by
H. M. small, supt. of the Congregationalist s. s.,
:n which he referred to the Sabbath schools of his
i>oyhood days and the great contrast between them
and those of today; the advancement which is being made in the system, management etc of these
societies. Rev. F. D. Tasker also made some very
ieeling talk to the parents of children, urging them
to g»-t them interested in the Sabbath school.
He
thinks a union of all classes and creeds is necessary
to the best interests of these schools
.S. H. Peirce
purchased a *voke of S year pld steers last week
which girted feet
..

Few houses, in any line of business, have extended their trade all over the entire country as
have I) M Fekkv A Co t ho celebrated tieedsu en.
oi Detroit, Mich. They furnish
emplo3’men to
about
1 ooo persons, and keep 60 couim»*i ual
travelers on the road, looking after their interests.
1 hey grow on their own Seed Farms a
very la ge
proportion of the S**ed they sell, which isprubnbly
of
one
the principal reasons why their
goods are
held in such high esteem all over the land
We
would advice all our readers
seeking inform a ion
reg rding seeds to send and procure ac< py of Heir
new and beautiful Seed Annual tor 1882.
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Doherty,

of Hockliad,

Admission, Including supper.
*‘
without supper,
Supper »erv«'l from 0 to 8 o’clock P. M.
to cotumcuce at S o’clock abaj-p-

30c.
25c.
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generous

patronage in the past, we eoidi.dh invite them to the least we arc prepared to
give them for
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Mr. & Mrs. A. I). Chase.
Belfast, Jan. 12, 1**2.—3w2
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or

Dr.

Como

HOLE LOBES.

and all, both ladies and gents, ami have

one

your lists made outof what you u nit to huy, imp i
shall put up anything in my .-lock that i-called f p.
My stock of goods is acknowledged !>y all that have
seen them to he the best in W ddo (;■ unit
N It.
I may on some ai ti lea cl dm a hid m> s.-lf,
hut in all cases shall hid lower than they cn.-t me,
which I claim is lower than any store iii the coun3
try.

E. L.

BEAN, Searsmont,

(TarkeVs
tilth

Syphilitic
Pills

Ke,

II r.
(Ilirkt'N

If you ri' a man
weal;
ofbusine
■ ened by tlie stn>:;t of

f

•'

Discovery of the Age Equals If.
Physicians indorse it.
The Public extols it.

IT

vents Insanity and Paralysis;
allays de-in- tor
opium and stimulants; removes obstruct! .ns «*f the j
brain, Insures sleep to the wakeful, -tivujxth to ttie
feeble, ami healtii to all N» rvous >utl‘ m--. Send
stamp at once for pamphlets coutainiiijr |>•»-iti. tproofs.
Huy of your Druggist, if puS'ible; if not, we will
mail it. postpaid, upon l'eeeipt of pri- e. 50c. p. 1

Address II. F. TH AYKlv A:
§2.50
CO.,
pi., Boston, Mass.
Mention this paper.
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Sail ford Straw ship Co,
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Commencing:.January Kith, I Ik*
hSteamerKata In lit. will nuke two
leaving Belfa.-l

e,Llm

per week,
JHIiliF-lr im-||dr '»ipMondays
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D. LANE, Agent, Belfast.
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powers, astomakei’-.e Greatest Blood Pm .Mer&theB
Best Healili and Strength Restorer Ever Used I
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Olid f lies'ia\ ot Ke'-ruar. m\t, at ten
.’eloek 1'
the forenoon, and allow au-e i: any they have, u 1.
the* '.tMi .-li add not be arant ■!
■] A M F
D
I VM'ON Judd.
A true copy
Ute-l -A A. Fi.KtCtlKn. licgi.-tcr
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the County of W aldo,- ii the
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.January, A I>. is>2.
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Days Only.
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CALL AT THE

NEW BOSTON CLOTHING STORE.
FOR BARGAINS.

PHCENIX ROW

!I

f a

rue-day

i-.xv. utn\

Down!

TO REDUCE STOCK

-t

he t!
KKTAIN in."lt uineiit pnrp -rtinif t
1 -t will and (* "l nea t .a (, F )R«. I*.
< ROW
KM., late of \\ i ; rp rt. i -.-id County -d W aid
ill reaped, lm\ in a been | l\ -t I
d t. r Probate
<>r lered,
That tile Fwm..
tIn la in u tiin d a)
notice to all p -rail'tntc r. -l a io nimin.. s
this order to be published three weeks -at..
in tile R publii an .J niriutl printed at IS !f.ib t.;..
art, b> be held at
they may apjicur at a Probate
«m
mi the
ISclfa.st, within and for -aid ( *u:.t
-f tie a-eh b«
Tuwluy of .J.ii,. \t. at U
fore li Ml U, Mud diloW a I me, i! uiy they lla \ c a -.ab;~ !
the same.
JAMFs D FAM>ON, .fader,
A. A. Fl.tfCUIb;. Re-i-tet
A true copy. Attest

on

'Way

a

a

o

ANDREWS BROS

Props.

in

dn in-trutm lit |» .i j*• nin_ I" l>«- the la-:
will and :• Manic.! of KZKA MANTFR, lale
'\ a Id**, Invn
I
t
VViot.rpnrt, in > d I Count;
having |>r -m.ted tin- same F a ITob.ite
That the said I'xei uirix give uotii'i
Ordered,
to all p T-. is iat• lest. 1 by causing a copy of thi<*rder to be published three weeks sueee-'ively ii
the Republican Journal printed at Bclfa t, that they
may appear at a ProbuF Court, to beheld.it !»• i
fast, within and for 'ai l County, on the second
Tuesday <»i 1-.-'iru.try in xt. at ten of tin* clock be
forenoon, and show vause.il any they have, w!iy
the satin sinudd not bt proved, ipprova-d and ai
lowed.
JAME> D
LA Mm>N. .Judgt
A true eoj,y
A. A
Attest
Fl.t.li HK!t, Kegi ter
t

1

r1 ^

H

'Root

LLife
THE
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BANNER

\t a Probate Court held at Belfast, w ithin and F
the County "f Waldo, mi the second Tuesday m
January, A. 1). 1.^2.
B. B A Kla »W. Vlmini'trnim- <d the estat. of
< Ii A U L' >111. i. PKKKI.K, laii
of Paler
mo, in said (amutv "t Waldo, deceased, lia\ in/ p*.
sented his linal account Fr iliovvann
Ordered, That tin-said A Imr. give notia
persons interest' d by causing a copy of this or
dvr to be published three w ccks siic<-ess! ely in tin
Republican .Journal printed at Belfast,!hat tin y may
appear at a Probat* Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said < 'oanty on the second Tuesdav
uf February next, at ten of the clock bel'Te noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be allowed.
.1 \MLS 1). LAMmjN, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
\. A. FeeK’llEK. Register.
4

Positive Cure for Kid-

A

ney & Liver Complaints
and ail Diseases aris-

ing therefrom

A Druggist has Sold

Sn

the second Tuesday of February next, and show
cause, if any they have, why said account should
not be allowed.
J \MK> D. LAM SON, Judge.
A true copy’. Attest:—A. A. Fi.etciiek,Register.

JOHN ATWOOD & CO.,
PRODUCE

COMiVIlSSiON

ivlfcHCHANTS,

and dealers; in

H y, Potatoes

m in s.

j

t
I have ->H ivi v
,11111 haw
<>t' Life
t!'
it fait* 'I l" gi\ e '.llUt

South
HUS

^r

wm.

t

:».,n n

uml

a

.■>

>

a.-c

Filixir
when

ii

Kntkkim.f

Bottle Cured

Him.

iVKsi'Kiu.i.. M VS', Alan-1. 1>, l*M.
i lixit >t Lir. Root
I. \V. Kirri;i:i»*.i. \_.
Hear sir —1| ivii.g suffered h Uu.-ely f«»r i"iir
year.- witii di-ea-« ot tin Kidney.-. .Iter hiving
during that time tried vari“U> un ii<-i. e- with, t
oht-lining reli. t. I w.i- n lin e I l>. try a buttle <4
your KLIXIK OF' l.Ii-'K Hoot, and ii a’h.rd- mo
plea-tire to .-ay Unit om- huttle of it completely
cured me. I rceonimcu I il a- the- onlv cab aide
and certain cun fur kidney trouble- i ha\ec\cr
I would add that befron taking your mediseen.
cine I had become m* weak that 1 w a.-about t" give
work.
Iluping that ••tin r- who have -uQVrcd
up
like imself may he ,-•» fortunate as to try your
valuable medicine. Trul\ vour>,
T. K. M« .MAIN.
4ft

poles. Feans,

Market
I

-»i:-:i»'■

m

Nearly Dead and One

4 M'llMU TOAK
AAI) I l'P£.
HZl Rt I T tl 4% AO I It« 4 T

ONE

Butter. Cheese. Eggs, Poultry. »,;ime, Silnion,
E'resh Water El'h of all kinds, ,vr.
Ill Kinds Kam i Heading.

llO

1,000 Bottles,
.Mk., April 2.% ISM.

over

KorivL\> t»,

on

Ordered, That notice thereof lie given three weeks
successively in the K-publican Journal, printed at
Belfast, in said County, that all persons int* rested
may attend a Probate Court lo In- held at Belfast on

such as

DKOPsY, UKMFL, IM \ BKTF'.s, INKLA YIA1 \TU».N UK
T.MF HIADDF.K. It Hit K IMM
Dll'OMI. hMF l
M V I h VI. DlM'F.IMt
KFAIU.F t(i\lPLAINTv iM» \ I.L DI>F. \ >F.s OK
THF l li IN A K l Olio \N v

ance.

D. M. FERRY & CO., Detroit, Mich.
HE HE As, .JOHN WILSON, i.f Wal.lo, Conn4teo\v3
tv of Waldo ami Mate of Maine, conveyed
to iis l»y his deed of mortgage, dated the third
day
of May, A. D. 1X75, and recorded in the Waldo Kegi.'try of Deeds, Book ll>(5, Page 420, certain real estate, ■situate in said town of Waldo, and described
as
WHBOaS COMPOTJHD OP
follows, t » wif Being the same premises eoneyed to said Wilson, by Uut'iH B Vilyii, by his
doi'd dated Oct .30, A D. 1x52,and recorded in Waldo Uegistry of Deeds, Vol. XI, Page 288.
Alsoanliar parcel of real estate situate iii said town of
Waldo, and being the same conveyed to said Wilson
by I'M ward Cay, by his deed dated April twelfth,
\ i> 185|.and reci rdedin Waldo
Uegistry of Deeds,
V ol. Ion, Page 270, to which said deeds and
record, j
reference is hereby made fora particular descrip- !
Wllbor*s Cod-Liver Oil and Lime.- Persons who
than ! said premises. And whereas the conditions \
have been taking Cod -Liver Oil will lu* pleased to
in said mortgage are broken, bv reason whereof we
j learn
that Dr. Wilhor has succeeded, from din eclaim a foreclosure.
SAMUKL OTIS
tlonsof several professional gentlemen, in combin3w:P
CKO. B. FKUOUSON
Dated the sixteenth day of January, A. D. 18X2.
ing the pure Oil and Lime in such a manner that it
is pleasant to the taste, and its efforts in Lung complaints are truly wonderful. Very mans persons
whose cases were pronounced hopeless,'and who
hail taken the clear Oil for a long time without
SOME GREEN HARO WOOD marked effect, have been entirely cured bv using
this preparation. Be sure and get the genuine.
In exchange for farm implements.
Manufactured only by A. B. Wilbou, Chemist,
«ws
FUKD ATWOOD, Wimerport, Me.
Boston. Sold by all druggists.
2wS
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u
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second 1

—In Court of Probate, hcl<I at Bel
the second Tuesday of Januarv,
18S2. >IMO\ (1I.I.FY. \diidi i'tr.itm on tinfate ot .11 DA II ClI.I.I-.V late d Monroe, In sal •
County, deceased, having presented bis first ac
count of administration of said estate for allow

'* in m uiatiM ratat© all
applicant?, and t. customers without
ordering It. It contain* live colored plates, coo engraving,
WO
page?, and'ull description?, prices and directions (•
•. .anting 1500 varU tic* of
Vegetable and Flower Seed*, Plum*
Fiuit Tree*, etc. Invaluable to all. Send for it. Address
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Bestj
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100 0\cicna;
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Memory. Physical Decay,

I Pimples on F;kt,' A version to Society
1 of Females. Confusion of Ideas, Loss
of sexual Power, &r,., rendering marAre a
triage improper or unhappy.
c
I positive ure in 2 to 8 weeks. One to
six boxes usually sufficient. Price $1.50
! per box. Four boxes $5. Sent l>v mail,
| prepaid, on receipt of price.
Address
I >:
Clarke Medicine Company, New

j
I Vork City.

■

Maui

causes, and producing
following effects : Nervous
ness, Seminal Kmis-ions (night emissi »ns by dreams), Dimness of Sight,

Defective

ire tor
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pil ule
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f 11
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,ii
an
lil'Teoii, to ",iti."U
iv'ii'-I.ta I e Hard
and coarse" ot A Ii-tr .11 *n
-aid iv.t! e-td
e,111"i-1■» ot the Ft, h 'in.-te id of ".tii d.ava-ed.
fit ll il.-d "ii \ -rtiip ea
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d I I'.e'l i-t, an
boll ided on til
»■>«
'dl
.tie, and on
other "i |e' U\ land' of .1 F. u II
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At a Probate Court held
the C" i.ity of \\ dd",
.Janu.tr
A. I> IS.M-J.

ears, or other
some of the

WANTED.

FOR SALE.
DOUBLE RUNNEBED
TOLE AND

PINs.

mi for N
ni*ulu.r.
■

■;} | f\ ! L jj

^’!

•'

Uestwr

| y

I

(lariiC’s

*

I'r

SI

j For all eases of Spermatorrhea and Im
as tile result of self abuse in ;
II potency,sexual
excesses
in maturer
youth,

I

•

k]
nbsolnte ■

11

(

bl

C,

jm-iU-s til.,

Get

iili: n i; ?s k» •

Vork City.

as a

v

Dr.
c'1'

I

fastidious

ISa'isfics

j

hanorrlica

most

I
Pressing. A !:i».rnl f its clean;.iutss ami c.i .'•tntwi
Never Fnils to lies tore («rcy or I-.uleti ilairjj
K
to the youthful color.
5) cu. an.I $1 sir •« at nil d1 uggi*U.

di-i h.irgcs and sediment in the
I urine from whatever cause induced,
whether of recent or long standing,
One to three boxes usually sufficient
Pi ice $2 per ho\
J boxes for $5. .Mailed free oil lveiipt of price.
Address
Dr. Clarke Modi jine Company, New

arc a
of let-

.finite

VC

hi‘i- wiMliiitsscl' the Ki-Ineyfi an'l Rla«l| der.
A cjuii’k and complete eurein 4 to
I X days of .til urinary affection.-, smarting, frequent or dltli uit urination, mu

n

in; n

^hy

PROBATE NOTICES.

Block.

relieves Nick and Nervous Headaches at omv,
and prevents their recurrence.
I in valuable
for Liver Troubles, Chronic indigestion, N.-rv
m
1)\>p p-ia. and Constipation. It feeds the Br im
and N« rves. cure- FpiUp-v and Convul ions, pi-,
|

mi} Blood Disorder.

i In cither stage, whether primary, secondary or tertiary, are an invaluable
I r-ane iy.
They never fail to core when
direc. Ions are followed.
Price $2.50
pel* box. Five ISo.xes $10. Sent by mail,
I } repaid, «ui receipt of price Address
Dr. Cl irke .Medicine Company, New
Y ork City.

i*v i it

t

^

BELFAST

—.

—and—

JAVANESE

that date

>

■!

the appearance and cessasiou "f the
uterine di.-turbauces, torpiditv
d
flu,, lions,w iihlei.eorrlut i.dl.-nn ix.r!
rlue
Mild In.-leria, ilsoin melaneli.'lia
j Ma I 'llnii lien till
|
derangements. All' rd
pr ni pt relief to those distressing hear
! i"g down pains so peculiar to women.
Prie. $3 p r box. Sent free In mail on
j receipt of price. Dr. Clarke Medicine
I Company, New Y’ork City.
to

un-

will be left for collection.

>

peculiar

alt

as

------~-“---"

I>

ln

mens'-.',

speriaity

a

r

before Feb, Is*,

us

I Pielf.mt,
| r.-pr- "r,»i

No

Owego, N Y
BELFAST DBKdilSTS,

Relieve all diseases of

oinmcmlvx

From 10 A. M. to 12 M.. am! from I to 1 amt
7 to 9 I*. M.
shall sell at auction any arti'-li from nr. entire
stock of

City

City Block,

MatM STREET,
I

GEO. W. BURKETT,
83 Main St.,

BURKETT,

settled accounts ni

Also I chestnut colored horse,
ti years old, fleet and kind, top buggy.
(Union make) 1 sleigh, harness, robes, Ate.

»««'•

skeptical.—

AH persons indebted to this

j

Cedar and

|

It A L.M CO

9 \ C,

la SM

for them-

firm should cal! and settle with

|

Mini i«■ -1 iv.- the m'Iim- of ta.-te and smell.
I’>(it M rv-ult- are
ilized hy a few appliraY fi -i •■•ugh treat ue..t a- directed will cure
li
( Mirrh.
Ahou-rhol I remedy for cold in the
h cl -:i I .-1mi lilt s it i- unequalled. Till- Italm is
eas*. t-* ii-r and a-liveable.
5»old hy druggi-ts at 50
Criitr <aii t M 5o emit* will mail a paekage.
•'emit
in u! ii w ith full information.
Iyemv3
Ul.YM

speak

selves.

horses, \-c., in connection with dry goods.

FiiB S ILK BY THE
ami by Wholesale Druggists generally.

At Knights Hall, Searsmont

I

goods

BLUE STORE.

BARGAINS,

It is rather unusual to advertise houses,

NS.

:ln

(

wili

■

!'"tn-r-

>

T. W. Pitcher & Co.,

opportunity of seeuiiug Dry and ! of the public, at prices thaf
Fancy Goods at prices profitable to your- will astonish all. W?a cannot
selves never occurred in this city.

Co.,

the nasal passagesof Catarrhal
r.'lths -t r limits, allay- inti mniiu
d-, ''a’l-i..*
ii 'a, ti I ii u tiimi, pr- t,< t6 tin* uicmhranal linings
in .''ii-lill'.nal
it tile head li
colds, complete!} heals

AUCTION!
•

>>t

that oiil

our

win be closed ou! a! Ehe mercy

Catarrh, Hav Fev.

tn

hi prices

entire stock of

To lh« Honorable
(if VV:11 <i.*.

ELYS’ CREAM BALM

Frtcctuallv

FLY-'

Four Saturdays In

the

bills

TREMENDOUS CU i'

5\v2

HDhCCIH
convince

Attorney.
against

an

having

GOODS

unpaid

price 75c.
paid to jobbing.

We shall close out

For Drafiie».

F3*vFEVER
A fair trial will

collection,

ment.

.tr., ins,it with little
ttnjter a particle „f the
Italm Into the nostrils;
a law stroll* breaths

REGARDLESS OF COST!

hands of

shall

we

will present them for pay-

us

! CASE GENTS’

residence

Huv your goods in a store where there
I’LKN i YOF DAYLIGHT, where you

lie

evei

the

All persons

10c., sold everywhere
at 124c.

at

as

efficient

an

FANCY

are

to make imme-

us

and leave all accounts

$1.50, worth $2.50

CHEVOIT

all who

notify

settlement,

make

Heavy Marseilles Quilts

Park Sts.

2.JO I*. M.
L.,..ln„'
DAYS at o 1*. M.

Orchestra,

ASSISTED

CASE

We therefore

better

l><

«ni
s-

BY

1

-AND

serious consideration.

our

indebted to

ran

Co. No. 5.

HARRIMAN,

at

ing

8c.,

DOWN in prices, and all our remnant
Dress Goods way below cost. In fact a

Blankets,
distinguish colors.
Hosiery,
fore purchasing.
Towels,
Napkins,
H. H. Johnson &
Quilts, &c.,

FLOOR DIRECTOR:

JAMES

I Case 12-4

But at the

BENEFIT

“I'm in the guessed chamber, as tb* fellow aid
who had forgotten the number of his room rnd
gone into the first one he come to.

Clouds

LOW PRICES.

Thursday Evening, Feb. 2, 1882. SPECIAL NOTICE.

iP

Un-

t

Goods,

HAYFORD OPERA HOUSE.

old adage thai if enough ropt is
given to a fool lie will hang himself urh it, in 1 it
appears that ever since the world began there has
been a scarcity of rope
There is

at

have been

locate elsewhere

us to

and that the project is receiv-

Scotch Wool Shirts & Draweis

GOODS!

patrons delighted and

n.ir

Table L inen,

•»

that

at 05c., an

offered

DRY

that ejttraor-

passible,

ss

dinary inducements

yard.

have been marked down to close.

1

one*

44c. per

I CASE 12-4 MARSEILLES

s,

stock of

our

fast

Bleached Clash

unen

(Nevada’s)

Gentle-

Hosiery, Hoods,
and Legyins.

>'•

lon, it Is perhaps bed to make no note of tliem at
this time. Suffice it to say that both teachers
and
pupil* of this.chool well merited the approval of

Ladies and

Wcuid annuiirce thist the prospect of his removal from Bel-

at 50 c., former

Gentlemen’s

and

FANCY

SATURDAY. JANUARY 21. 1882

DIED.

y

-O F-

sold at 124c.

yard,

Extra heavy, 20 inch wide,
former juice 124c

before named.

!n find all of

Ion.

the y«.ung men aid business men "f the
p a e. The church was well tilled by an appreei,
live audience.. .Her. H. small, of this t vn. la

124'-.

at

America) only 5c.,

quality, only

I Case

1

Appleton.

directed to

holding

20

Me.

1 Case Remnant Prints,
Best

LOWER PRICES

at

ever

derwear,

and

In Appleton, Dec. 17th, Charles A. Weymouth
and Mar\ J. ( lark, both of Appleton.
good- around us here, m l It -meins a- if it might
in Appli-ton, Dec. *26th, James G. Lane of Cambe made prolltable. I-aw -tuple*, of tlu- r nvi
den, and Katie Robinson of
1
hai twenty harnesses within the past year..., 1
In Appleton, Jan. Till, Elma E Ripley and Phenle
The <r«.od Teoip'-ars Lodge was treated to an ov-ter
Bn??, both of Appleton.
la Rockland, Jan. llth, Mr. Arthur W. Lyon of
d-w last -aturda> evening.
It i- needle-- t-.> ad t
Wauseon, Oliio, and Miss Ellen M. Spear of Rock
n;u u w as
i, as n wa- prepared miner nu* <m*e*
land.
In Rockland, Jan 6th, Mr. Walter A. Whiting of
ti*»n of **V
of the Rose II ui-c
This lodge i- ;
and Miss Belle Church of Rockland.
Joiiesport,
in the ninth year of Ir- existence-Wi lit* Lane is i
in Edgartown, Jan. 7th, Mr. S. A. Simonton of
•ierking in (iordon’s -tore.Tin; meetings at the
R•"•kland, and Nellie .»i riltou of Edgartown.
In North Haven, Jan. 2d, Mr. Walter E. Mills and
l Mon chur-h are continued tliis week, and sonnMi.?? Ao.de S Dean, both of North Haven.
speeial interest in manifested. Rev. Mr. Wade gave
In s»outh Thoinaston, Jan. 4th, Mr. John W. Wood
an e\ •■'.lent lecture last Sunday
evening, e.-pcrialh ai d and Henrietta Spalding, both of South Thomas-■

sold

than

[), Xvw York City.

I this'-ity, .Jan. Hth, by Rev C. E Libby, Willis
an<| .1 11ni.- II Wise > t. bntll of Kil<>.\.
Re
In '« a ’1'iidike, .I.m. llth, by R< v. E. E. Ware, Mr.
June- Alw. 11 Adam?, and Mi?? Lena M. Chase,
noth of Unity.
( .imden, dan. 10th,
i
by Rev. W. R. Cross,Oscar
A Kniatit, id ?andn?ky, <)hio. to (ieorgta I*., (laugh
r<
of Guo. I.. Eollausiiee oi Gamden.
f
i'eiiob-m»t. dm. lath, by Rev. S M. Dunton,
'll CharJe? E Dudley of Franklin, and Ml-? Lena
w Itow den of Rt-nobscol.
In Bueksport, .Jan 14th, at the residence of the
"ride’.? sister, by T. II Smith, Esu Mr. Benjamin
II Merrithew and Mi?? Carrie E. Richards, both of
Scar? port.
in Bro'pect, Sept. 18th, by T II. Smith, Esq Mr.
Edward >. Robbiu? and Mi.?? Ada S. Richards, both

«

he

Will

MARRIED.

wage t<»

proved his .-tore
ha- slaughtered

T. INM \N, Station
6in 14

tamed fr-.,n

home
t
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a
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manu-

Towels, Quilts, Table lire

To all

'lkl

have beef. d"iie
a
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druggist has It, and Us cost 1 only one dollar a bottle. The lucky man Is he who puts this advice In
practice. Don’t forget the name and address. Dr
David Kennedy, R indent, N V L'be D ictor would
have it understood that, while he Is engaged In the
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G. W. Burkett,

confines himself exclusively to qrff <? practice
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treats all diseases of a chronic ehar.n ter, and performs all the minor and capita! operate ns of sur-
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Tietsell’s recovery was rapid and pcrfo< t
While “Favorite Remedy” Is a specific In all Kidney and Bladder diseases, it is equally valuable iu
eases of
Bilious Disorders, Constipation of the
Bowels, and all the class of ills apparently inseparable from the constltutionBof women. Try It Your
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harness to go t«• the Province of New Brunswick.
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load? of wool, 12.000 lb? t » Ezra Whitney A k >*..
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partisan Democrat I am strongly in favor
of my tail!
I believe it will aid us greatly
in getting into power.
If my hill should
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and the farmer? are Improving the opportunity lo hauling hay and getting up their vear’s
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As the
Mr. Simeon Tietsell, of Saugerties, N. V., had
been treated for seven years by various physicians
for what they call Stricture of the Urethra, without
benefit, lie finally consulted Dr. David Kennedy,
of Rondout, N. y., who found Dio trouble to ho
Urinary Calculi or Stones in the Bladder. The doctor at once removed the foreign bodies with the
knife and then gave Ids great Blood Specific, “favorite Remedy,” to prevent their reformation. The
entire treatment was eminently successful,and Mi.

Senator Pendleton admits very frankly
the real cause of his zeal for ids scheme
of civil service reform.
He said to a re-

Hainan? Hull where the

the company adjourned to
remainder of the evening

is one of

effleanWliatWe t
Wonderful Surgical Operation—Removal of Crlnary Slones from the Bladder—Successful.

industries.

Tlious i»ikk. The installation of officers of Unity
Lodge F. and A. M. took place on Thursday even
iugJan. 12. 1'hey were Installed by Past Master
Benj. Ames who performed the ceremonies in an
excellent manner, after w Idch all partook of a picnic supper prepared by the ladies.
After supper

{tending.
ili

building

Hall—There will be a >abbath School concert at.
the Methodist Church Sunday evening Jan. 22.

successful dancing school
Hall two nights in the week, some 30
ha-

v, 11 :u*n

Democratic Professions vs. PracSenator Bayard is a free-trader
l>y profession and party attachment, but
a protectionist when the interests of Delaware arc threatened.
He earnestly opposed a proposition for free trade in ships
during the last Congress, because shiptice.
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Ii stimulates the I'tyallnc In the saliva, which
converts Hie starch and sugar of the food into
glucose. V deficiency in Ptyaline causes wind and
souring ol the food in the stomach. If thv medicine is taken immediately alter eating the fertnenunion of food I" prevented.
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The friends of temperance in Maine do
respect. Insincere
and impracticable advocates handicap
the cause in other States. But doubtless
the greatest hindrance to the enforcement ot the law in litis State and in
Maine is the sharp antagonism of the
turn power, the large property interests
it controls, its social imreuehmeiits, and
the indifference of a large element which
cannot ho persuaded lo regard the traffic
as an unmixed evil.
In other words,
public sentiment is not educated up to
the point of regarding violations of the
liquor law with the same severity meted
out to violation of the laws for the suppression of other forms of vice and crime.
The same paper sa\s in this connection :
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The amount realized by the sale of pews in Plymouth C,lurch New York, was nearly $4000 less
than last year.
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Brooklyn's debt in £38,17 4,421.47. The interest
c;larged the city on the bridge account alous is
£1500 j,er day
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Deports received at the Post Office department
ibo,cate that small pox is still spreading throi gh
out the country.
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The two boards of examination heretofore e>istlug iu the life saving service at Washington, h ive
been consolidated
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lor stimulants, and rtli*. v*-s weakness «.f tl.e *tonia* b.
It cures Bloating. Headaches, Nervous Pro ‘ration.
rural Debility, Sit••ylossiu-ss De; r^suu and Indi-

effort is being made in Hartford, to enforce
an old law which makes concert going on
Sunday
nights a penal offence.
An

The Cincinnati musical prize of $1,000 has b>en
by William Gilchrist of Philadelphia. He
had eight competitors.
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Kx Postmaster General James thinks the postal
■■rviiM- will be self-sustaining the next quarter ind
perhaps the entire} ear.
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T1 t feeling of bearing down, causing pain,
d ’• y
and backache, is always permanent iy

The ost to the government for the single item
r>'p *rts in the Guiteau trial will be000. They
Wili iioike a volume of :J.000 pages.
■

.is u

harmony with the laws tlu t p >v*-ru the ft i: j.le
■‘••r the cur* i Lk:iey( ompiam!; f either
ompound is unsuryr. s- d.
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A real

Republican victory has been gained at
Pensacola. Fla in the election ot Col. J. M Tarbeil as mayor, by a majority of 272.

this

LYDIA L. PINK HAM'S V IX IiT A B LI’ COMV.. stern Avenue,
POCXDis prepared at -il and
bottle?.--* or $k Sent by mail
Lynn, Mass, i ’rice $1.
in the f rm ef lozenges, cn
In the form of pills, a.
kher. Mrs. Pinkh&m
receipt of price, $1 per h*-x L
freely answers all letters f inquiry. Send for p&mphlet. Address as ab».ve. Mmtion this Paper.

In

anticipation

of the

■

Concord (N. H.) man guessed that a bean pot
'•ontained 43. M beaus, whereas the exact number
was 43,074. and he won an overcoat
thereby.
A

No family should be without LYDIA E. ITNEEAM‘3
LIATIt FILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness,
h5 cents per bo*.
.in i ’. .rpidity of the liver
R£p Sold bv u.11 Druggists. 6.3

lyrK.

Neuralgia.

There is no truth in the report that Secretary
Hunt has been tendered the Austrian mission He
expects to remain at the head of the Navy de-

rain.v,

paitment.
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Charles Powell writes from the Sailors'
Home, London:
1 had b-eiiaiHieted shree years with mirr 1 r.i
«:.d v oientspa-i.:«.f tim* :•
-h. Tli. -d
rn
:.c Wentinms*, r HoKpft. 1 rawe in
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G. II. Walworth. Eaco. We., writes :
1
1;
cchI: t*-u i, f ircni r:.in in
''-'V r'.;iV'
theviiln
t yourP/
by till
Kn.i.i.i;
E. York says:
I have use,tyour I us Kit.t fi: ;■ rrh'i;nir.t:‘Tn.
and have receiw d rreat 1*
Barton Seaman says:
Jla’.e used Pain lvii t.f.u 0
a have found it a
rheumatism mid ki-.enef-a.

tl.uMv
,.i

rw,

,.-P lor

Mr. Lurditt writes:

Phil. Gilbert, Somerset, Pa., writes
;ctl‘-1 o:e. 7 lin... ...
is tlic- best medicine I >. :;u y t.

♦mV1

<;r

J

mn

Kn.ir.tt

A!! (Irnc.-ists l:r- p Pain Kii.i.er. Its
price
Is so low that it Is wiiiilo the rco-h f
i-u,
and It will save many times its ct sti doctors’
bills. 25c., 50c. and tji.oo a bottle.
PERR f DA.'/J3

Maine

rlx

l’.< u/iuo
«
! i*<away trom lire or heat to
.•;<] ,l.
,‘ r
*.t e xplosion, nor i
it r.n untried
iiiuent that may i!o mor* harm h:i:i y »o<1.
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The will of the late Mr. Weld, of Boston, was
probated a’ Philadelphia, where he died recen ly
l he estate is estimated at $-Jl,000,000. It goes to
the natural heirs.

&ON, Proprletr.rr,
Provicionco, R. i.

lyrir.

NEW ENGLAND HOUSE.
The subscriber announces that lie has
leased the New Km'land House, in this
[city, and will take charge of the same on
I* ITl s* «*
1. ■ »«-.<
3,
The house
•will lie thoroughly renovated and put in
lirst elass condition. Special attention will he given
to people attending the S. J. Court.
Further particulars will he announced hereafter.
CHAS. II. CROSI5V.
Belfast, Ilec. 29,1R81.—52tf

There are

FIRST-CLASS CARRIAGE SMITH. Steady
employment and irood wages to the riirht
mm guaranteed.
Will let shop, tools, and furnish
st-*:k ou shares if preferred. Reference
required.
Address
6. WHITNEY, Machlas, Me.

A

13,000 pensioners

in this

state.

Maine has thirty-six employes in the
Interior Department at Washington.
The Mining Journal says that mining
operations throughout the state are to be
pushed with vigor.
Mr. A. H. Rice of West Waterville l as
sold his trotting mare “Idle Girl,” to New
Volk parties for §500.
Rev. John Pink ham, of Casco, one of
the oldest clergymen in Maine, a pioneer
in the Free Baptist denomination, died
Jan. 9.
Next September the Congregational
church in Machias will have been formed
one hundred years.
The church has a ppointed a committee, to make prepa ations for a Centennial observance of the
event.

A Machias girl, employed in a boarding
house in Massachusetts, made 12,107 piss.
I he smallest number made in one week
was 100, and the largest 287.
Maine raises more wool than any otl er
New England State, producing in 18(>0,
2,770,407 pounds to the fleece. Thert is
plenty of room for increased production,
as the amount annually
imported irto
the Fuiou is nearly as large as the home
crop.

Penobscot is rendered unmerchantable
this year by shingle hair which was in
the water in considerable quantities whbn
the river froze over. This nuisance has
been going on for years, notwithstanding
the law

against throwing mill refuse ove r-

board, and

no

made toward
It is

I

WANTED.

Items.

a

effective efforts

repressing

seem

to be

the evil.

fact not without significance that
Democratic paper in Texas demands
a

that the Democratic party, which largely
preponderates in that State, shall “put
no

man

into office who drinks

whisky.”

Other virtues, both positive and
negative, are named, but the temperance
qualification is the most surprising, and
not the least

important.

It

shows, tco,
working

that the temperance leaven is
even in the Lone Star State.

uphold temperance,
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neuralgia, sciatica, Lumbago,
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POWER WITH ROOM TO RENT.
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J. HALL, Ajeasoo.
Belfast, March I, lsM.-_p_>
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HALTERS From 25c to $1.00
SURCINGLES “ 25c. to 75c.
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Door Butts, Knobs, Lochs, Lutrlir*-, Sa>h i :i-o-.
Door Springs, Blind dungings, Castors, I'I lure
Knobs, Wire Screens, screw-. Ihntr'd and
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ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELlADL'
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD TOR
THE CURE OF
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welcome all. Those in want of a l,rt-«'las- Dress
or Cloak Maker arc invited to .■all.
D mm lvas-mal'li1.
Mns. M. V. SNOW
Belfast. Sept. 15,1881.—B8tf.
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Notice of Foreclosure.
VTUKREAS, (.11 A>. 1'. H’AI.KEK, of Belfast,
**
H’aldo C'ountv. M due, eonveved to me l>v
mortgage dated Nov. 2, IsTT, and recorded in Waldo
Registry oi I),-eels, Book Iso. Page 392. a cm tain
parcel or real estate situate in Belfast, and deserib.
ed in said Registry of Deeds, Book hit,
Page 422
and Book 143 Page 143, reference to uhh-h Is made
for full description.
And whereas the conditions
of said mortgage have been broken, therefore 1
hereby give due notice of a foreclosure of tile
•dine.
GEO. E. BRACKETT.
Belfast, Me., Jan. 4,1882.—3w2
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Every Farmer should have one.
Fred Atwood, WinterporS, Me.
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long and favorably known to the ladles of Belfast, «0 fed confident that we can please all
who will favor us with their patronage.
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SECOND HAND FURNACE, (food make and
In complete order, will be sold cheap- Apply
JOHN B WADLIN, Main Street.
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Washington

The Kiley County Bank of Manhattan. Kansas,
a
national hank, but for some lime
past a private institution has suspended and a
number of .New Hampshire people espe< ialh in
Peterboro' nnd vicinity, have lost heavily
The
CaBhier, Mr. Wiuship, has committed suicide.
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Ibis valuable medicine is purely vegetable:
of which w.is tho result ot
many years’ close study, in order to discover
tne eauoe, the symptoms, ami the

SjB *he discovery
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have it handsome lib: an beside- -a\i .1: .on' hook-.
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The wife of the new Chinese Minis'er, a lady of
high rank in her own country, will not at present
enter Washington society.
She speaks only her
own language, her little feet "ill not permit her to
go about unsupported, and she is. to crown all. exceedingly basliful.

1
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When you have* taken col 1 the best wav to id
yourself of it is to buy sotie* good preparation tip,*
»s *.u» |,
will sure!\ giv.* pm relief
rf- r y
Dr (iraves' Hihsatn ot Wild Clicrrv
-1 Tar
I I e
-s
that has attended its i•• asc rMin rein I
uc<.
tor coughs, colds, hoarseness
sore t .roar bron
eh it is A e warrants us m recon mt in' i: g it as a
and infallible remedy, and when in want do ■,
fail to give this a tii.il
The virtues of wild, cherry am! Mr an* ..ivi-i
pp, >■, mp- ;
sally acknowledged by ev
scribe them, and the) aim- >•
n:aMy for: ,
base of prescriptions h r pulmouan cempiau’s
Too m idi can hardl) b*> said <>f be !' tli MM and
» urative
In Dr tirave*' H v.-.-m
r
properties
("nerrv and 1
:
the principal ingredients and me combined uDh
a few simple r. iiiedies.ilat aid and -timu
ti
r
act'on
p
Sample bott! -s. lOi-ios Lem*
cents.
For sale Lv Wm. 0 !'*• •: »•
L

people have taken several
Entirely harmless; is not a caustic,
important steps toward suppressing ilit removes Corns, Harts, Bunion- ami
dlous,
without
a hlemish.
legal liquor selling in our town, which I Brush leaving
for applying in each bottle.
should not he relaxed until every rumM-J ri.'iiK fs Gi:AH,tXTi:i:/>.^tr
seller is routed, or obliged to quit the nePrice 25 cents. For sale by all Druggists.
farious business. [Washington, Knox Co.,
Try It and you will he convineed like thousands
Correspondent Rockland Free Press.
who have used B and now testify t, it- value.
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days with S.innrd
Landings f•.r Portland.

members. Sickness. su;l\ ring. and even lift*is saw.
by tlii' timely prop ijm. The prudent 'hould ivi
neglect it, and the wi-e will n"i Ket p it b\
for tin- protection it nlhwd- 1.;. it- eariy U'*- in slid
den attacks.

Death

William J Longhlin. <»! Som-rvid
\! --. iys
< !
In the tall of IS71» 1 was taken with n.i.c:
THK LTNUS followed by
severe cough
1 1..s’
appetite a!:d tlesb. ai'd was e-mfim il ;<• a,\ t.-eii I:,
IS77 i was admired to the Hospital
T!
<!,
said I had a hole in my lung as big as a Ira!i
;ai
1
o
a
At oi time
it I
repott rent at
! gave up hope, tut a friend rdd m* ,,t DR \\ [ L
LIAM H ALLS RALSA.U FOR THK LINDS
1
got a bottle, when to my surplus-, l commenced
to feel better, and to-day I feel better iba:: for
three } ears past
I write tins hopingeverv one afflicted with dia
eased Lungs will take DR WILLIAM II ALL >
HA LSA M. and b- convinced that < t *N Sl'M D I D L\
• AN
RK <T’ RKD.
t
! can pn.sitivvl\ sa\
liadone more good nan all the medicim.■* 1 l ave
taken since my sickness."

di

\teiit, and given
painful etf

•

Waldo county.
Please examine the prices I quote he
low iii the tliffetent departments.

by any

dangerous

liV'C

f

articles, but will guarantee that I

The world is ail a fleefing --how, u e <ay.
how we all want to set* ? lie show a lit l it* i*

correspondent says that more than
800,000 persons were elevated in one
buildingin Boston last year. Weshouldn't

General Grant kept open house in New York,
New Year’s Day. Mrs Grant wore maroon embossed
velvet and satin, and did the honors with aduiira
ble grace.

ii tm** neon known t > the pumie unoii
forty years,1>y a long continued 'die- of marvelou*
cures that have won f< r it a eoiitidence in it' vir
flies never equaled by any other medicine, it 'til
makes the most effectual '.,ttiv« of Coughs, Colds
Consumption, that can be made by medical -kill. In
deed, the ( HKKin lMemnu has really robbe<

s< Hue

sn'PUfHi

dare to say how many persons got “elevated" last year in some of the
buildings
of this city.
[Rockland Gazette.
The Reformers had another big meeting Sunday evening, and added nine
more names to the
pledge. They expect
to make the number for the year
up to
•100 before their anniversary on the UUh.
[Gardiner Route Journal.
Mr. Joshua lv. Osgood, the G trdinet
temperance reform worker, lias severed
all his business connections in that
city,
and will devote his whole time and e
ergy
to the reform movement
lie will commence his labors in New
Hampshire.
A correspondent writes to the Somerset
Reporter to prove that some of the officials of that county do not do their
duty in regard to the enforcement ot the
liquor law. The Reporter offered the
sheriff the use of its columns to answer,
hut he says lie does not care to
reply.
Biddeford continues vigorously enforcthe
ing
prohibitory law. Men of high
standing co-operate with the officers, and
the work is comparatively easy.
Last
Saturday the largest seizure ever made in
the city is reported.
The good efforts
of “enforced prohibition" is manifest and
the Union and Journal urges a continuance of the good work.
Mr. John F. Haines authorizes the
Biddeford Times to say that he has started out boldly in the cause of Temperance,
and that: lie will wage war against the
liquor-sellers until the end is reached and
the traffic stopped. He undertakes to
thoroughly rout the rum-sellers, and do
such good work that Biddeford shall no
longer be a reproach to the Prohibitory
law.
i be Good Templars are to have a New
Year’s tree on Monday evening. All look
forward to this as a good time generally.
The lodge seems to be in a prosperous
condition at present, and we hope its
members will have energy enough to uphold it and show the croakers and rummies who have prophesied its downfall
that they have public spirit enough to
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Three notables among the citizens of Washington are W \V Corcoran, I)r Peter Parker, our
tirst minister to China, and George Bancroft the
historian.
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How often we hear middle aged per ; •* say. re
gardii g that reliable « Id cough nnie.lv. N H
Downs Elixir: ‘Why uiy mother gave n in m.
when I was a child ai d 1 me it u. my famih.
n
alwai s cures
Who can ratio/ am t' er medieim
with such a iccord :;s tins I>r R.ixter's \i. m rake
Hitters are am tin r good medieim
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Congressman lHngley allinns, at W ashington, that the 700 to 1000 secret dramshops in Maine, do not sell an avera geof
worth of liquor annually to an inhale
I ant.
[ Boston Traveiiet.
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v-. Dkkkino, Ma.-fer. will leave
uarf, Portland, evcr\ Tuesiltt} and Frida} evenings, at 11.15 oYlork, r on arrival oi
Pullman express train from Bunion, for Rockland,
La-tine, Deer I.-le, >edg\\ i* k, ><». We-t Harbor, Bar
Harbor, (Mt. Desert,; Millbrldge, Jom -port, and
Maehiasport.
Retiiining, will leave Maehi.i-port everv Honda)
and Thurstda) morning, at 4.50 o’eloek/touching
as above, arriving in Portland .-ame
e\ruing, eon
ne. ting with the Pullman night train for Boston.
Conned- at Rockland with .Sanford s. >. Co.
steamer- each trip for Belfast, Bangor and Rivei
Landings; also with steamer on M-mdav. Wed no*
day and Frida) trip- bo e.r. n’s Landing, Blue
hill and Lllsworth.
U Bar Harbor with -teaim r
t>o Laiimin ami .-ullivan. At >edgwick with stage
r
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be «tin u'fuu n mu
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niiody use of a reined, like Du W
uF Wild Chkuky
This staiidaul prep.ira d
will speedilv cure a cough, or void, and e\< ;. (\*u
often
sumption
yields to its great p.»wor

“By no means. There are dealers in
that state who sell on the sly. as it were,
and make profit enough at the business
to make them feel warranted in miming
all risks.”
“Do not the authorities interfere with
this somewhat i"
“Occasionally—perhaps once or twice a
year—the auth trities in 1‘ortlaml and
some of the other cities in Maine wake
up into something like activity and make
it lively for a short time lor dealers.
Then our sales fail off, for while the dan
gers of interference prevail, light stocks
only are carried. When matters quiet
down the demand is resumed, and orders
come in quite lively.”
“Then the M dne prohibitory law does
not prohibit the people from
getting
liquor ?”
“It does not and can not.
All it can
do is to prevent their sale over a public
bar.
People generally crave a stimulant
ol some kind, and no law can prevent
them from getting it.
People in the
country especially seem to be regular
drinkers. There are few intermittent
drinkers in .Maine, but a large number of
regular drinkers, it is so, as a mat tor of
course, in all places where life is dull and
monotonous."

Post master-General James bade farewell t< his
associates Jau. 1 and turned his office over t< his

>>
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The Boston Herald publishes an interview with a Boston liquor dealer cotter!ning the business of selling liquor by travelling agents, from which we quote as
follows—
“Travelling salesmen sell to all alike.
His business is to get orders, and tf there
is m> regular dealer or grocer who can
sell liquor in the neighborhood, he proceeds to work up a trade, that is, to ob
tain orders from persons who like to keep
‘a little suthin’ in the house m ca-v of
sickness and sich like
“Then it is a tact that you sell quite
largely to the people of cotmnunit
where the retailing of liquors, etc is prohibited ?”
“Snell is the fact. For over W> r ears
past, or since The passage of the liquor
law in that state, the house I tun eonm-cted with sold \'ery largely to the people ot
Maine. They are regular castomeiof
ours, and the dem ttul there is increa-mg
according to tile increase in the means of
the people to procure it.
It is like every
tiling else. The prevalence of good
times increases the demand fot wet as
well as for dry goods.”
“But is a!! the liquor sent to Maine for
private individuals, for their own special
use ?”

Hr John W. Draper, the eminent scientist and
historian, is dead.

IT total net decrease of the
past year was £133,1)30,018 ‘JO.
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The ladies wbo sometime since were unable to
out. having taken Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta
hh* Compound, are quite recovered, and have goneon th«ir way r«j ucing
2w*J

WITH J.IQl'OK.

In the case of Cadet Whittaker the point is rais
cd ihui the court-martial was illegal.
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Asthma, and Consumption.
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work in the line of moral suasion. [Concord. X. H., Independent Statesman.
lloW

James burden Bennett has gone to Paris ti
range for a now Polar expedition
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not
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bank teller is leader of a quire his paper
be good, as well as Ids not -s

Umbrellas and waterproofs should be taxed
because they are fur ram goods.

Mt. Ilrserl, Rorklaml,

Couchs, Colds, Whooping Couch, Bronchitis,

a

to
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Fur Diseases of the Throat and Lancs, such a-

good

Found at Last
A imd cine that will cure
Kulne\ Complaint ami D.spepfcia. uith-.ut e<.sin g
a fortune
It is "Elixik of Liff. Root'
One
bottle will convince ) ou.

good

partial enforcement,

Generalities.
are

When

ought

deal of truth in this
observation. Still, it must be said that
the friends of the law find little encouragement to take the initiative in its enforcement when the officers whose sworn
duty it is to seek out and punish offenders
in this particular as in all others where
the peace and dignity and prosperity of
the community are infringed upon, are
indifferent if uotactuully hostile; or worse
still, where the opponents ol prohibition
have a representation upon juries, ami
sympathizers among the prosecuting officers, so that convictions are well nigh
impossible and impaitial enforcement
wholly so. And here we are again brought
face to face witu the fact that public sentiment is not strong enough to curry out
the law in its entirety.
We have faith to
believe that the time w ill come when such
a sentiment will obtain, but much woik
yet remains to be done, and it cannot he
done in a day or a year or a decade.
Meantime, we must he content with a
a

i
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hairs are honorable, but few like them
Clothe them with tlie hues of youth by using
it's
Ilair
Ay
Vigor
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There is

AYER'S CHERRY PECTORAL

Gray

The New York Herald is undoubtedly correct in
saying that the sale ot liquors cannot t>e regulated
or suppressed—■‘unless the temperance
people
have enough of coinage and real interest in their
work to be informers

Lovers.

T:u* Connecticut, and Hudson
navigat ion.

r

Gen Grant is now of thefopinion that injustice
has been done Gen Fitz John Porter, and hat he
ought to he restored to the service. Genera! Ter
ry joins General Graut in expressing the belief
that Fitz J«»hu Porter is innocent of the chaiges
against him.

Republican patty

not sutler alone in this

-r \

D3U3S1STS SELL !T.

compound

line erred, it has been in
yielding lo ihe demands of stub impracticable
temperance men as those who set up a candidate
for Congress, tit the Second District, in opposition
to ilr Ditigley, and those who meet on the eve of
every eUcuou to noiniuate each other for tiieo.

The red lignt shone upon the floor.
As. 1 iua*ie the space between them wide
The} drew their chairs up side by side,
Their pale cheeks joined and said Once more !"
Oil, memories'
Oh. past that is. [George Kiiot

f tin Imi: an 1*1**• t
tie- -a!
iI■ _re, in wlne.h 1 11av. no
r.iriieRktrs raen
D i.tppll at.-o..

Agents
—y

It t o

The two still sat together there.
The red light shone about their knees
But a ! *he heads by slow degrees,
Had gon*’ and left that lonely pair
'll. yoyage fast !
Ob. vanished past!

A

QUESTION'

says:

Two parents by the evening tire
The red light fell about their knees.
Ou heads that rose by slow degrees,
ioke buds upon the lily spire.
< >h. patient life !
Oh. tender strife !

■

OUTSIDE VIEW OF THE TEMPERANCE
IN MAINE.

From published correspondence it appears that
President Arthur requested Postmaster U< ner il
James to remain in the Cabinet indefinite y, but
the latter declined on account of business
engage-

The Belfast Journal, in the course of ments
an article reviewing the political aspects
The Chicago factories for making fictitious butof the temperance question in Maine, ami ter are running night and day. When sixty per
cent of tne buttenne is added to forty per cent of
of the difficulties in the way ot securing
blitter it is hard for experts to decide whether
the best results from the prohibitory law, good
the
is all
butter or not.
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Two faces o’er a cradle bent
Two hands above the head were locked.
These pressed each other while they rocked:
i a
watched a life that love had sent.
Oh. solemn hour'
Oh. hidden power;

..

i

Temperance Topios.

—

innmifm l
1«• 1 i;•.itv Pube,
i;,-; >'<1 aired
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Words.

Tho wedded from the portal stept
Tiie bells made happy earollings,
The air was soft as fanning wings,
Whitt petals on the pathway slept.
Oh, pure-eyed bride!
<»h. tender pride !
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Last

Two iovors by a moss grown spring—
They leaned soft cheeks together there.
Mingled the dark and sunny hair,
And heard the wooing thrushes sing.
Oh, budding time !
Oh. love’s best prime !

■

It

(ireen’s

“I'm goin to die !" says the Widder Gre?n
I'm goin’ to quit this airthly scene :
It ain't no place for me to stay
In such a world as 'tis to day.
Such works and ways is too much for me.
Nobody can't let nobody be.
The girls is flounced from top to toe,
And that's the whole o’ what they know.
The men is mad on bonds and stocks—
Swearin’ and shootin’ and pickin’ locks.
I'm nal at raid I’ll be banged myselt
Kf 1 ain't laid on my final shelf.
There ain’t a cretur but knows to day
1 never was luny in any way.
Hut since the crazy folks all go free,
I’m dreadfu; afraid they 11 hang up me.
There's another matter that’s pesky hard—
1 can't go into a neighbor’s yard,
To say How be you,’ or borry a pi a
Hut what the papers have it in
We’re pleased to say the Widder Green
Took dinner a Tuesday with Mrs Keene.:
Or, *our worthy friend Mrs Green has gone
Down to Barkhamstead to see her son.'
Great Jerusalem! can't I stir
Without a raisin’ some feller's fur !
There aiu’t no privacy—so to say—
No more than if this was Jedgment day
And as for meetin’— 1 want to swear
Whenever 1 put my head in there—
W by. even Old hundred’s
spiled and dote.
Like ever) thing eise under the sun.
It used to be so solemn and slow—
Praise to the Lord from men below
Now it goes like a gallopin’ steer,
IDgh diddle diddle there and here !
No respect to the Lord above,
N'o more’n ef he was hand and glove
WPh all the creturs he ever made,
And all the jigs that ever was played
Preachin' too—but there I’m dumb.
Hut l tell you what
I'd like it some
Ef good old parson Nathan Strong
Oat o' his grave would come along.
An' give us a stirrin' taste of tire—
Jedgment and Jestice is my desire.
Tain t all love an' sickish sweet
That makes this world nor t’other comp ete.
Hut law I'm old
I'd better be dead.
U iien the world’s a turnin’ over my hea l.
"|»*riis talkin' like tarnal fools.
Bib'es kicked out o' deestnet schools,
I'razy creturs a murderin’ round—
Honest folks better be under ground.
> > fare
ye well ! this airthly scene
Won't no more be pestered by Widder Green

